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Executive Summary

In this study, a two*output transcendental logarithmic variable cost function and four

(of five) share equations are jointly estimated by applying full-information maximum likeli-

hood on a cross-section sample of 65 hospitals from seven provinces in the Philippines. The

recession results comply with the inequality conditions (for the translog to be a proper

cost function): The estimated function is found to be monotonic in both factor prices and

outputs, concave in input prices, and convex in outputs.

,Among the variable inputs, drugs and medical supplies are found to have the highest

share (47.8%)of variable costs. The various personnel categories, such as medical residents,

nurses, Other medical staff, and non-medical staff, are estimated to have cost shares of

between 11% and 15% percent. Of the two output indices, only the number of out-patient

visits is measured to have a statistically significant impact on costs--alth0ugh this may be

inferred to be along the declining portion of the short-run average cost curve. (Specifically,

the result indicates that doubling the number of out-patient visits would increase variable

costs only by 54%, which implies that if hospitals expand the volume of their out-patient

services, they may be able to reduce per unit costs.) The number of in-patient discharges is

found not to have a sig-nificant impact on.costs: although this may be due to measurement

errors in the variable (in the sense that it does not capture variations in severity of illness

and case mix across hospkais). Taken together, _he regression resuks on inpu_ prices and

outputs imply tha_ costs are apparently driven by hospital inputs and may have little to do

with the delivery of services.

Of the ten dummy variables which were included as re_essors to capture cost variations

arising from differences in hospital type, hospital ownership, and provincial location, only

a hospital's being located in Bohol turned out to be statistically different from zero. Ap-

parently, there are no systematic differences in variable costs due to facility level (or type),

ownership, or provincial location.

What are the implications of the hospitals cost structure on the scale and scope of hospital

operations? From the estimated translog cost function, it can be inferred that optixnal bed

capacity is about 81 hospital beds and that there are neither economies nor diseconomies of

scope. The first result implies that if the scale of hospital operations were doubled, long-run

per unit costs of hospitals with fewer than 81 beds would probably decrease, while those



with more beds are likely to see higher per unit costs. The second result means that it

apparently would not. cost, more---though neither _'ould it cost, less--for out-patient and in-

patient services to be provided in a single hospital as opposed to these services being offered

in two specialized hospitals.
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Ini:z'oductlon

Hospitals are perennially among the largest recipients of government and private funds

for health care. Yet, in developing countries, the cost hnd production structure of hospitals

remains poorly studied. In part, this neglect has been clue to the prew_iling thinking anml G

researchers and policy makers (which is not without empirical basis) that primary health

care as wcll as preventive and promotive health interventions are more cost-effectiveways of

delivering health services. But anothcr aspect of this gap in rcsearch has been tha_;, although

the econometric technology to estimate structural cost functions for a hospital system has

been available sincc the early 1980S,* dat'a sets with suflicicntly detailcd information on hos-

pit.'al'costs in developing countries have been difficult to come by. Many hospitals st.ill do not

have good accounting systems in place; thosc that do follow different accounting practices,

making it, difficult to standardize costs.

Wlmtcver the reasons for this oversight, the consequence has been that certain basic

issues rclevant to the efficient administrat, ion and effective planning of the hospital system,

such as the substitut, ability or complementarity of hospital inputs, the optimal size o1 hospital

operations relative to outputs, and the scale and scope of hospital serviecs, have remained

unanswered. Other import, ant policy questions which require information on the structure

of hospital costs, such as the appropriate allocation of resourccs between hospif:al and non-
i

hospital activities and the viability of financing strategies, including cost, recovery schemes

and health insurance, cannot be addrcsscd as well.

This study attcinpts to est,imatc astructural cost, function for Philippine hospitals. As

suchl it represents an initial step at redressing both a research and a policy gap in the health

sector of a deveI0ping.country. In this exercise, a transcendent,al logarithmicvariable cost

function and four (of five) share equations arc jointly estimated byapplying full-information

mmximmu likelihood on a cross-sectaon sample of ¢35hospitals from seven provinces in the

PhilipI)ines. The resultsan4 intcrpreta.tion of this regression arc providedin ichapl,cr five.

To set the stage for these e'.itimatcs, an overview of the issues on hospital cost function

", Since the late sixties, there has been a torrent of studics on the cstimation and inl;erprctation of hospital
cost flmctions in developed ¢ounl_ries. Ellis• (1992) estimates 'that in the last five years Mone, at lcmst
3,500 books'and art.iclcs have beeli publishcd on the subject.
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_stimation is undertaken in the next cl!apter. Chapter tllrec titan gives a brief technical

..xposition of tile theoretical and empirical considerations involved in tile estimation of a

tructural variable Cost function--particularly one wifll a transcendental'logarithmic form--

.nd discusses some of tile statistical inferences tha:t caa be drawn from such estimates.

,'hapter four provides s6me background information _:on :the data set and the cost function

ariables: In chapter six, some counterfactual predictions on certain respects of hospital

osts and production for difl'crcnt types of hospitals arc presented. These include the output

lasticities of variable costs, indices of economics or discconomies of scale and scope, and the

conomic efficiency of hospital operations. Finally, tile significance and policy:implications

f this rcscarch activity are discussed in chapter seven.



II

An Overview of the Issues on Hospital Cost Function Estimation

Tills cllapter is an attempt to ta_e,.stocK ot recent, oevelopmenl;s in tale econometric

estimation of structural hospital cost functions. Thi_ at{ention on the literature of the last

ten to fifteen years is notable because, over tile same time period, there h_ been a marked

shift in the approad_ used to study hospital costs. In the early Seventies, hospital cost

estimations were not mud_ more than curve fitting exercises h_tended to forecast.costs; since

then, research has taken pains to use microeconomie theory as a basis for the specifications

of cost functions. Given what remains a _,a.stliterature, however, it is foolhardy to undertake

a full and detailed survey. Moreover, several excellent reviews are available, e.g., Cowing,

Holtmann, and Powers (1983]), Wagstaff and Barnum (1992]), and Barnum and Kutzin (1993).

'Thus, the tact adopted here is to cull the issues as presented by the surveys and to provide

a sense of what.other issues have to be considered to improve future research efforts.

Recent econometric research on hospital cost functions has _,ried _,oaddress so many issues

that it is helpful to review the basic intent, of such investigations. In essence, tile estimation

and interpretation of hospital cost, functions constitute an attempt to study,' under a set

of behavioral assumptions," the structure, of costs and production of a set of hospitals. A

sampling of the qucstions addressed by such exercises are:How does average cost behave?

Does cost per unit o/output rise or declin"e as a hospital produces more output? Whal is the

level of output at which cost per unit o/output is at its lowest level? Are hospitals Producing at

this level of output? Since costs are necessarily affected by the technology of the producl, ion

process, hospital cost functions also afford another angle from which production-related

issues can be examined. Some questions entertained along this line of inquiry arc: lYhat

is lhe optimal size of a hospital? How many beds should a hospi!al maintain? Relative to

current output levels, do hospitals have too much capital equipment? Are hospitals technically

eff[cienl? (That is, do they obtain the maximum levels of output from their inputs?) Arc

tl,e,aallocatively e.OTcienl_ (T.ihal is, arc they choosing the right combinations and levels V
* Models of hospital behavior include standard cost-minimization as well as profit-, output- or utility-

maximization (the last of the hospitM administrator, of the hospital's board of trustees, or of doctors on the
hospital stair). The emphasis hcr_, ix on empirical work based on the cost-minimization theory of the firm,
llOWeVCr,since this has been t.hc approach generally used to study hospital cost functions over th6.1ast ten
years.
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inputs, given their outputs?) On tile basis of rite pattet'ns of their costs and production atone,

should hospitals offer a wide range of medical seroices, or dwuld they specialize. 9 Arc there

hospital departmenla which are cheaper to operate jointly than if their services were otherwise
i

provided separately in different, more specialized hospi;tals_
i .

tIospitals, however, do not fit the economist's standard notiora of a firm, and this gives

rise to a host of challenges in properly estimating the cost function of !mspitals. As k starting

point, consider that it is difficult to even pin down what it is that constitutes 'a hospital's

output. If it is allowed (extending Grossman [1972])that, in general, people avail of hospital

services because tlicir health stocks have fallen below some critical level, then perhaps the

restoration of the health stock of its patients ought t.o be regarded as the outI:)Ut.Sof a

hospital (See Breyer [1987] and Ellis [199_], for instance). Even this measure falls short,

however, in the cases of the terminally-!ll, for whom the object of the hospital stay may

be t'lie management of pain beforc death," and of patients who undergo elective cosmetic

enhancements, such ms nose reconstructions aixd breast implants. Moreover, as Ellis (1992)

points out, me_uring the improvemcnt in health stocks is difl'icult, if not virtually impossible,

to implement empirically. Health status is multifacetcd. Like all components of Well-being, .

it is a nebulous concept that is not easy to define and me_ure i_i an operatiolmlly feasible

manner, much less to compare and aggregate across patients.

Because of these problems, researchers have taken instead to using measures of througl_-

puts or intermediate outputs, such as the number of c_cs treated, of patient-days served per

hospital department, and of outpatient visitors. This strategy, however, summons a new set

of problems related to the homogeneity of hospital outputs. Two aspects that have received

widespread attention in particular arc the case mix of hospitals and tlm quality of care that

they provide.

A hospital's case mix refers to the variety of illnesses and diseases that are treated in a

hospital setting. In relation to cost function estimation, the case mix of hospitals presents

two problems: (a) Obviously, if hospitals do not administer to the same kinds of ailments

(or if they follow radical.ly.clifferent treatment protocols), then their production and cost

structures are bound to tic different, and they ought not to be regarded as belonging to the

same class of firms. (b) The correct specification of the cost function requires the inclusion

" I am grateful to Orville Solop for this cxa,nple. It can be argued, however, that assuminguncertain
outcomes, there is aiways a l_t hope and the probability of recovery is never zero.



of all the outputs of hospitals in the set, of regressors. ' Otherwise, the regression equation

runs the risk of being misspecified.

Given the sheer numbers of diseases and conditions for Which patien{,s seek treatment in a
,..

hospital, however, some form of aggregation of the hospital throughputs is neccssary to avoid

running in{_oa degrees of freedom problem (where the _mrfibcr of parameters to be estimated' i
is greater than, or equal to, the number of observations in: the data set) in the cstimation of

the hospital cost function. Unfortunately, the appropriate method of aggregation is still a__

unsettled issue in the literature, althoush there is no shortage of proposals.

Brcyer (1987) suggests that the case mix issue be handled by grouping patients accord-

ing to an arbitrary (manageable) number of diagnostic catcgories and specifying that each

diagnostic group raise total cost,s only by _ constant. In othcr words,, given N diag_mstic

groups and Yl,Y2, ...,YN cases per group, the effect on total costs of these .groups is given
N

by ]_,=, 8,v,. Wagstaff and Barnum (1'992) note, however, thatthis type of specification-

assumes away the possibility of economics of scope: Tiie costs of jointly producing vari-

ous classes of outputs cannot be lower than the costs of producing each 9u_put category

separately if total costs are merely the sum of all outputs. ,

After pointii_g out, that the approach used in other (more standard) markets (which is

todeflate the price weighted sum of a subset of products by some price inde× in order to

generate quantity indices of outputs) is' inappropriate in the case of hospitals because of

price and non-price distortions caused by different insurance schemes, Ellis. (1992) claims

(,hat the usual technique in aggregating hospital througliputs has been to include a case mix

indc× in tl'm spccification of the hospital cost function." This case mix index is supposedly

generated by dividing t:he severity weighted sum of hospital admissions (in which diagnostic

resource group [DRG] costs arc used as measures of severity wcighl,s) by tim total number

of'admissions. Ellis cautions, however, that a drawbacl_ in using suclt a case mix iadcx iS

that, since DRG costs were dcsigncd to measure the cost of hospital rcsourccs used iu each

diagnostic group, the indcx infects-output variables with measures of inputs.

As for schemes employed in actual hospital cost function studics, these range from simple

breakdowns of cases into 1.he number of o'ut-paticnt visits and of in-patient admissions (e.g.,
i

Wouters [1993]) to more elaborate stratifications, such as the number of in-patient days

by hospital department and of emergency room visits, ,as in Cowing and Holtmann (1983),

* Ellis neglects to cito studies on cost function estimation that use this approach, however.
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and frequencies of in-patient days by age group (child vs. non-child) and mode of payment

(Medicare vs. non-Medicare), as in Conrad and Strauss (1983). tlowever.thc case mix issue

is handlcd, given ,lie variety of suggested and implcm.ented methods of aggregation, it is

clear that l;hey are not able to accommodate tile Same-brcadth of disease• categories as a

specification tllat is not based on microeconoinic theory (See Caragay [1989], for example)•

Like thc case mix problem, the quality of care providcd by hospitals has ,lot been satisfac-

toriIy dealt with in the empirical literature. Obviously, as Ellis (1992) points out, hospitals

with high ,nortality or readmission rates ought not to be regarded as having the same (quality

of) outputs as hospitals with lower ratcs. Yet this misspecification is cxactly what happens

when quality measures are not included in the set of regrcssors of the cost; function, since

throughp'uts are used as the mcasures of hospital outptlts (so that vital informatAon is lost

.on the effectiveness of treatmcnts). What the appropriate measures of quality are, however,

is hard tosay.• Confounding the problem are (a) the inhercnt unccrtainty in the outcomes

.of medical treatments, which makes mortality and rcadmission rates indicative but noisy

measurcs of quality a_ best; (b) the bundling of (medical and nolH,,cdical or hotel) services

in a hospital stay, each of which may have a qualitative aspect; and (c) the perception of

patient;s, which arguably may be where quality of care ought ultimately to be judged. Some

measurcs of quality that have bccn prop_oscd or used in the literat;ure arc: the teaching sta-

tus of l_ospitals, the number or proportion of specialists on the medical staff, the location

and accessibility of the hospital, the attributes of amenitics (e.g., cleanliness of facilities,

hospitality of the staff, quality of the food), and the occupancy rate of hospitals.'

, These problems notwithstanding, research on hospital cost function estimation (rougldy

since 1983)has generally proceeded under the assumption that hosl_it_als are a class of

multi-product firms whose co,ninon objective is to mini,nizc costs subject to' an output

constraint. Cost-minimizing behavior is rationalized on the strength of the following ar-

guments: (a) Many hospitals are Constituted as non-profit organizations.. As such, these

hospitals may have objectives other than profit-maximization. (b) Cost-minimization is a

necessary condition for pcofi6- and (budget-constrained) output-mmximization and is thus a

legitimate objective under a wide variety!pf circumstances. (c) Ilospitals do not, control their

* The occupancy rate of hospitals was t,scd by Pricd,nan and Pauly (1981) ,as a measlirc of quality on the
argurnent that as admissions, appt'oach hospital capacity, the resources of the hospitals have to. be spread
more thinly" thus resulting, in lower overall quality of services provided.
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output levels, but merely respond to tile demand for medical care in their catchment are_.

(d) It is contended that hospitalsdo not exercise monopsonistic powers over inputs.

The specific and technical details of hospital cost, function estimation under the as-

sumption of cost-minimization are discussed in the next cl!apter. This overview cannot be

considered complete, however, wil,hout a brief discussion of the o.tlier issues.pertinent to

hospital cost function estimation'that will lmve to be addressed if empirical work t,n the

subject is to become more relevant. These are: the effects Oil hospital .costs (a) of doctors'

fees and the Unique rcla_ionship that exists between doctors and their patients, (b) of various

health insurance schemes, (c) of unccrtainty in the contraction of illnesses, in diagnoses of the

ailments, and in treatmcnt outcomes, and (d) of alternative charactcrizatAons of hospitals.

Physicians play a Curious role in the proviSiOn of hospital care, :.As _oted by Cowing,

I-I01tmann, and'Powers •(1983), although doctors supply what may bc considered indispens-

able • inputs in the treatment of patients in a hospital setting, they arc often paid separal_ely

(either by the patients thcmselvcs Or by thc health insurance companies) so that the costs

of their services are usually not reflected1 along with those of other prqducti0n factors in

hospital cost figures. In addition, physicians enjoy privileged relationships with.their pa-

tients, wlfieh allow them a widc degree of latitude in-the choice of treatment procedures.

It has been alleged that such special bonds may even cause physicians to induce demand

for particular procedures, e.g., deliveries by caesarian section for womenwith higher paying

capacities. Furthermore, there is evidence that the qualifications and reputations of.doctors

in the medical staff of hospitals increase both the costs of and the demand for care.in those

hospitals. All thcse aspects pose important questions for the correct analysis of lmspitai

costs.

The existence of various health insurance schemes also has wide ranging implications

on hospital costs. The payment or reimbursement schemes (e.g., whether by capitation or

fee-for:service ) and what is allowed or dishllowed under differenl, insuranee plans influence
i

the strategic behavior ofbo£h doctors andhospitals in the provision of medical care. For

instance, if lVledicare ceilings are raised, it, is possible that laboratory fees•and other prices

may simply follow suit, rising up to the levels of the ceilings. Or, the frequency distri]_ution
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of medical treatments may vcry well be heavily skewed toward those procedures that arc
i ..

covered by Medicare or other insurance .plans."

The pcrvasivencss of uncertainty in hcalth is andthcr factor whose inq_act on hospital

costs has not been fully explorcd. The time during which an illn'css is. contractcd, how

accurately an illness is diagnosed, and the efficacy Cf vo_rious types of treat+ment all exert
- ! '+ ' "

sigmificant influcnces on hospital costs. As Friedman anal Pauly (1981) hypothesize, when

the number of admittcd cases approaches a hospital's bcd Capacity, the quality of its services

may suffer: less time and rcsources may.be dcvotcd to cach patient, thcreby increasing tlic

probability of a wrong diagnosis or decreasing the efficacy of treatmcnts. For a given illness,

a hospital patient may thus be worsc off _l.uring cpidemics.
+

Fhmlly, it is not clear that hospitals solcly minimizc Costs; they may also bc pursuing,

othcr goals, c.g:, maximizing thc wclfare of doctors on their staffs and satisfyitlg the desires

of donors or trustees which, under cost-minimization, would appear as technical or. allocativc

ineMcicncies. As has alrcady been pointed out, hospitals have peculiar aspects that ranklc

against an cconomist's standard notion o{'a firm. It is difficult to+characterize what exactly

hospit+als produce. Payments to an important input--namely, doctors i services--arc not

customarily considcred part of hospital costs. Possibly, all thcsc imply that it is morc

appropriate to considcr hospitals not as-firms but as' marketplaces, whcre a patient who

needs some form of critical health care gocs for the bundling of thc particular service tlmt

he needs from the divcrse set of inputs sclling thcir warcs in that markctplacc.

° This argument is also anothcr reasonwhy a well-designedmethod oi"disaggrcgatingor aggrcg:_tb_gthc "
case mix of hospitals is important in the specificationo1"a hospital cost fimction. ,
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Hospital Cost Function ]Estimation:

Some Theoretical Considerations and the Translog Variable Cost Function

This chapter provides a brief exposition of sot_e relevant aspects of the theory of cost-i :
minimization anti discusses in some derail how these considerations enter in the estimation

of a transccndcntal logarithmic variable.cost function for a cross-section of hospitals.

A. Theoretical Considerations

It is posited that a hospital is a multiple output firm whose oljjective is to minimize the

cost of producing givcn levels of outputs. The programming problem of such a firm may be

stated a._:
.rain w.x

C1)
subject to T(x,y°) = (5

whcre x is the vector of all inputs; w is the vcctor of a]] exogenous factor.prices; y0. iS Oil

N-vector of all outputs, the magnitudes.of whose clcmcnts are set at o N[Y,,],,=I; and T(.) is a_l

implicit function which represents the efficient transformation of inputs into outputs.

Under rather minimal assumptions about the firm's technology (see Varian [1992], for

instancc), the solution to the programming problem (1) consists Of a sct of conditio_ml factor

demands x', which jointly minimize the •cost of producingoutputs y at prices w. Thai, is,

x* ----x(w, y). (2)
¢,

Returning these conditional dcmand functions to the cost equation w. x y2ems the cost

function:.

w. x('w)y) = c(w, y) (3)

= C(Wl,W2,..., wl,yl,y2, .... YN),

Tiros, tlie cost funct!on givcs the minimum cost of producing outputs y at prices w.

Given the assumptions o:n tlie firm's tec]mology, thc cost function is linearly homogeneous

and concave in factor prices, convex in outputs, and nondccrcasing and continuous in both

outputs and factor priccs.
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Long-Run and ShortiR11n Cost Functions

By construction,the vectorx" inequation(2)containsthe cost-minimizinglevelsof

demand forallinputs.Consequently,equation(3)may b_ viewedasa long-run¢osl,function

inwhichallinputsareassumedtobevariable.Somelinputs,suchasbuildingsand machines,

however,arelong-livedand aredifficulttochangeovershortperiodsoftime.Itistherefore

usefulanalyticallytodefinea restrictedcostfunction
t

where c" is the minimal variable cost, w_ is tim vector of variable inl)ut prices, and k is a

vector of fixed inputs--in which all variables are defined for a givcn rcference period, say, a

year. The variable cost, function (4) is completcly analogous to equation (:_), except that it

assuines cost minimization with respect to a subset rather than the full set of inputS.

How is the variable cost function (4)' related to the long-run cost ftmction (3). 7 Observe

that total (though not necessarily miifirn.al) costs can always be written as tlie sum of wu'iablc
and fixed costs _

E=w.x

= W_ ,x" + wk •k C5)

= c_(w ", y, k) -[-w k. k

where E is the value of total costs, x_ is the vector of variable inputs, ana w_ is the vector

of prfizes of the fixed factors.

Minimizing the total cost cquation (5) with rcspcct to each clement of the fixed input
, i

vector k and setting these to zero yield the minimal total cost function. That is, E = c(w,y)

if and only if

OE Oc_(w_,y, k)
Ok-_= O/:L + w_, = 0

O¢"(w",y, k)

0k_ = -w_,. (c;)
?

.,g

Equation (6) is the envelo.pc condition. It states that long-run costs are ininimized whcr_

the amounts of faxed inp:,uts are such that (-Oc"/OkL)--the savings in variable costs brought

about by the last unit of the tth ['axed input hired--are just equal to ,uk,--the ma_-ginal

cost of that fLxed input. Hence, equation (6) gives the condition for the optimal level of

fixed inputs k': To minimize long-run costs, fixed inputs k should be employed at levels
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such that equation (6) is satisfied. A second implication of equation (6) is that it, provides

a link between tile variable cost, function and its long-run kin: When equatio:l (¢;) holds so
, i

tltat, in tile short,-run, fixed fitctors arc lt ircd at, level,,; that minimize long-iam costs, the cos{.

function (3) can in principle be derived from tilt variabl_ cost function (4).

An issue in the hospital cost, literature concerns w,nc, co_ mnc_on _s Lnc more apI)roprl-

ate one to estimate. Cowing, I-Ioltmann(and Powers (1983) recommend using tile variable
t,

COSt futlct,ion, part,icularly when the estimat,ion is performed on cross-sect,ion daLa.. They

argue that it, is improbable that in the short-run all firms would be employing all inputs at;

their long-run cost-minimizing levels or, which is the same t,hing, that equation (6) holds for

all ill'ms at any given point in fiimc." On the othcr hand, Wagstaff and Barnunl (1992) point
¢

out that it is difficult to cleanse total cost data of all fixed costs. They claim that this is

•possibly the reason why Oc"/Ok is positiveand significant in Cowing and Holtmann's (1983)

'study: For given input prices and a combination of output levels, the cmploymci_t of vari:

able factors and their costs should decrease as a hospital acquires and employs more of the

fixed factors_unless variable costs are not rid ofall fixed cost,s. Colmcqucnt,]y, Wagstafr and

Barnum suggest using the to_al cost equal, ion (5) instead, where t,he fixed factors enter the

specification twice as arguments of the variable cost function c" and as components of fixed

costs w _.k. °" Then, to determine whether hospitals use fixed inputs at their cos_-minimizing

levels, statistical tests can be performed on whether the est,imatcd fixed cost coefIicicnts of

the fi.xed inputs _¢* are significantly different from zero.*

DImlity and Shephard's L_em_ma

An important aspect about the cost function is that by the principle of duality, given

any cost function, it is possible to recovcr the technology that, may have generated the cosL

function. In other words, information about the firm's t echnolbgy is embedded in the cost,

" In fact, whether or not equation (6) holds can be subjected to statistical testing procedures after the
variable cost function is estimated. For instance, given a set of values for wk,,. _= 1,... ,T, an F-test can be
performed to test the hypothesis that OcV(w,y, k)/Okt = -wk, for all t.

*" A problem with this sp_if_c_tion, thougb, is that it may be subject to serious collincarity problems,
since indices of the fixed factc,'_rset_tcr twice in the cost equation.

t Note that if v?_ = O, then Oc/Ok_ = Oc'(w',y,k)/Ok_ = O, which implies that the amounts of the Iixed
assets employed are consistent with their long-run cost-minimizing levels. But if _'v_ > 0 (_'vk < 0), then
Oc/Ok_ = 0 > Oc'(w', y, k)/Ok_ (De -----0 < Oc_(w_, y, k)/Oht), which implies that hospitals underemploy
(overemploy) fixed inputs. Tl!us, }Vagstaff and Barnum also interpret the test as one on the appr.opriatcncss
of the levels of fbxedassets given the hospitals' output levels.



function, so that it is possiblc--sornetimes evcn c_ier--to study the characteristics of the

production process using the cost function.

This proposition--that under cost-minimization the cost function is ,ncrely the dual

representation of the firm's technology--is proven for the. gez)eral case using tl'm ,nathenaatical

theory of Convex sets. In practice, however, the rccov6ry of the technology from a specific

form of the cost function is customarily d_oneusing Shephard's lemma, which statcs that the

partial derivative of the (variablc) cost funci,ion with respect to thc price of the il,h input iS

cqual to the the firm's.conditional factor demand for that factor:

0_(w, y)
-----zi(w, y, k) for i = 1,..., I.. (7)

Owi

Given the I input demand equations in (7), thc firm's transformation flmction 5,'(x,y,) = 0

can then be solved, in principle, by eliminating the input prices.

in the context of st,ruct,urai cost function estimation, however, Shcpliard's lcmma serves

another purpose. Thc theorem is uscd to obtain conditional factor demand functions which,

being functional transformations of the cost flmction, share many or its parmneters. Treat-

.ing the cost function and the conditional demand functions as a system of equations and

applying System cstimation procedures, such as generalized least, squares or full-iaformation

maximum likelihood then allow efficiency gains to be achieved in the estimation of cost

function parameters.

B. The Transcendental Logarithmic Variable Cos_ I;hnc_ion

From the theory of cost:minimization, the cconometrician can glean the arguments of the

variable Cost ftmct, ion. Without any prior knowlcdgc of the functional form of the hospital's

underlying transformation function, however, !m runs the risk of misspecifying the form of

the regression equation. One way to get around this problem is to use flexible functional

forms which are second-order Taylor series expansions that can locally approximate any

differentiable function. The idea behind.the estimation Of flexible functional forn{s is the

following: Assuming that. th_ data collected arc thosc of firms minimizing costs for given
V

levcls of outputs, input prices, and fixed factors, then if the specification of the regression

equation is such that it can approximaiLe any functional form, it may be possible to allow

the true structure of the variable cos_; function to cmerge as a result of the esti!nation,
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provided that the list of regressors is complete. The drawback, however, is that, being local

expansions, flexible functional forms yield estimation results that are not valid globally, but

only ira the neighborhood of the expansion points (Vita, 1990).

The most widely used flexible functional form, perhaps.because it requires the least

number of parameters to estimate, is the transcendentaFloghrithmic (translog) va:riable cost

function. Tire translog variable cost function is a second-order Taylor scries expansion of the

natural logarithm of a normalized variable cost function about the point (h,w', lny', Ink') =

(0,0,0), where w" = (_il...,w;), y" = (Yl .... ,v_), and k" = (tzl,...,/q.) are vectors of factor

prices, outputs, and fixed factors about which expansion is performed.

Derivation of the Translog Vafia})Ie Cost nmctiou
,...

One procedure for deriving the translog variable cost function is as follows: qYansform

the variable cost function c-(,.) of a firm by dividing the value of the functiou as well as the
q

variables that cnt:er ,as arguments by thcir industry averages (or sample means in thc case

ofa cross-section sample):

6 * .0

:" = :'(,o;, .... _;!,s;,..., vu, _,,:.., _'r)

where
c_. = c_/e';

w_ = w_/,_ for i = 1,...., I;

v_ = v,19, for ,_= I,..., N;

k; = t_,/_-, for t = 1.... ,T;

and where _,; is the mean of the ith factor price, 9, is the mean of the _th Otttl')tlt, and _ is

the mean Of the t.th fixed factor.

Noting that a second-order Taylor series expansion of a function f(zz,...,Xz) about the'

point a =(al, .... az) is given as

• z Of " I z_=,_=t °2f (_.-_.)(.-¢-a,),
f(_,....,_:z) =/C_,,...._z) + ]_ _---(:_,- '_,)+

• •=t Ox, - "2 Ox_Ox_
,g

let i(.) = ]nc v and a = (IqW*,ln2",lnk°). Then, the expansion of the function lnc" at the

P9int (Inw', Iny', Inl<') can be written as
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r

In c'" (ln w_, ..., In w/, In y_. ,... , In y_v,Ink_,.."° , In k._)

, . l Bin c_,
.... , , In Iq, , Ink._) + _ -In c (In wl,.. , In v3;, In))_, In Y_v ... a In

i----I 'Wi

N CO, . T. O')IllC _*

Oin y_ OIn kt* ,tt_ I -_ '

I_ 02lnc_° (Inw_ - In_)(lnw_ - In_)+-2.= "= Olnw_Olnw_

1 N N O21ncV, 0nY,_-h'Y_,)(lny,',,-ln_),_) ,
n=l m-_'l

I t_l _i L_2 Ill dr* (ill k_ - In _'_)(ln k, - Irl k_)+ "2 Olnk_Olnk_

t N c92it1c_, (In w_ - In_)(In y_ - In)0_)+F-,_2ol.,,_;ol._i=l n_l '

I 7": 0_ In c'_* ' "

+ _ al.,.oiOl,,k_(I.,,,.-I,_,z,_)(t,_k;-l,,_:)(=1 I=l

N 7' 0_In c_* ...--7-._.;(In y_-ln,X)0nk, -1,,k:).

L

But_ by definition _f =/7_, = kf = 1 for all i, n, and t, so that, in_ = Inff,_= In k_ = 0 for all

i, n, and t. Hence, the t,ranslog variable cost function can be expressed a.s

Incu"(In w_, .... In w t , InYt,-.-, In Y_t,In k_;..., In ky)

t Olnc_. u Olnc _. "r

=I,,e'(o.....o)+_2oh,,,,---_._"";+_ o1,,_----TI"'-':+_2o'_I,,_',,,_,._,,k:

I_ 021nc v° INN 02 lrl e_" II_y: hly_+5 -: = Oln_qaln_; _nw;lnwJ +_.=_,,,__,_ O_ny.'Oln,v_. (8)

+ _.,,=_. =, 01nk, 0h, k: Ink: Ink; + _,__t.=t 0h, wr01ny,_ InwZ lny_

:t _" O_lnc_. N T O_lnc _. lnv_ll_k*;
{=1 1=I - n=l t=l

and the rcgrcssion equation •to be estimated can be written as
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I N T

*nc""= ,_o+_7"' tn,,,_+_ _,,Z,,v:,+_'r, Z,,k;
i=| n=] |=l

l N' N N T T
1 i " '

+-__jcrljhltu:ln_;+-__,_,mlnv:l:ny:+_7_tET,'..lnk;hlk: (9)
i=1 jml n=, ram| t=l a=l '

I N ! T " N T

+_ _ :,°,nw",nV:,+_ _ < ,,,,,,:_,,_':+_ _ 0,,,,,,,_:,,,,k,,
i=l tim, iml t=l n=l t=l

where
_0 '= In c"'(0,.-.,0);

_i = cOIn cv'/o ")In va_' ['or i = 1,..., I;

fl,, = OlncV*/Olny_, for n= l, .... N;

7_ -- cgJnd'/cOhih_ for _ = 1, .... T;

cqj = c92hi cu'/(cohtw_cghtto2) for i= 1,...,I and j = !.... ,I;
o

{3,,,, =cO_ln¢"'/(OInV:,D]nV,,) for n= 1,...,N and ,,_= l,...,N;
7t, = cO:Zhlc"'/(cOlnk;cOlnl¢.'.) [.or t= I,...,T and, = 1,.. ,,T;
/_i. = 0;_htcV'/(01n_01nv_) for i = 1,...,I and n= 1,...,N; an<
O,t = cO:Zlnc,'/(cOhlv_tOInk;) _or n = 1,...,,IV and £ = 1..... T.

J_lualil,y av.!d lucqualiLy l'_est.rictions

For equation (9) to be a proper cost function, recall from SccLion. A t,lmL it musL be

linearly homogeneous and concave in factor prices, c6nvex in outputs, and nondccreasing

and continuous in both outputs and factor prices. In econometric esl_imations of the translog

variable cost function, the convention h_ been to impose restrictions on certain parameters

to. ensure that the equality conditions--namely, homogeneity of degree one ii, prices and

Continuity in both prices and outputs--are satisfied and to cl_eck that the estimated model

complies with the inequality conditions of monotonicity in both outputs and prices, concavity

in prices, and convexity in outputs." The details of these restrict, ions are discussed below.

Continuity of the variable cost function in prices and ouq_uts implies that the [.unction

is non.negative for all non-negative outputs and prices and for given levels of fLxed inputs _.

That i8;

c(w, y, k) > 0 for w > 0, y >_ 0, and k = 1_.

" Because of the widcspret_d failure of esLitrlaLed trrmslog cost funcLions to sliow the required i)ropertic;,L

howfaver, Atttle and Capalbo ('1988) report that. there is an ongoing trcnd Lo develo I) rtlgorlLhtlts which satisfy
tllcse restrictions. It should be notcd, though, that this failure in estimation cart a]so mean th_it' (,a) cost-
minimization is not tl,e correct behavioral model that gcncrated the data observed or that (b) there art.
sampling, mea.surement, or specification errors. Moreover, as Nimfa Mendoza notes izl her review of an earlier
version of this report, imposing concavity restrictions effectively eliminates the flexibility of the translog
functiorh If concavity is all important consideration ' some other ftlnctional form such as tim gei leralizcd
McFadden, should be used instead.
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.Given data that are usually observed on costs, factor prices, outputs, and fixed inputs, this

condition is satisfied trivially. The practice in the estimation o¢ the translog cost functions,

however, has been to make use of Young's Theorem which provides sufricient_ though not+

necessary, conditions for continuity, perhaps in order to reduce the. number of parameters to

be estimated:

.Young's Theorem. Ira function is t._qicediffcrcnti'_b1@ _hen its cross Partial derivatives
,. _ • .

are equal:

02cV 0_c _ 02c,, 0_cv
-- = _ for all i and j and - -- for all n and m.
OWiOWj .OW_OtOl Oy,,Oym OymOyn

For the translog variable cost function, the equiwtlent conditAons for Young's theorem

are
0 _ In c_' 0 _ In c"*

= for all i and j and
Olnw_Olnw_ Oinw_OInw_ (10)

02 In c_" 0 :zIn cv°
= for all n and m.

0 In y_,O in Y,*n 0 In y_Oy,*,+ ,

Since c%, = 02 la c"/(0 In w;O In w_) alld/?,,., = 02 In c"/(0 In y,_0 In y,_,), t]lc set; of equations in

(10) imply t'hat the coefl3cients of the interactions between factor prices and between outputs

are symmetric.'" That is,

cn._= c_j_ for all i and j and /_'.,,,--B,.,, for all n and m, (II)

Linearly homogeneity in factor prices is formally described as

c_{Aw,y,k) '---Ac"(w,y,k) forallA>0.

In thecaseofthetranslog•variablecostfunctAon,thisrequircsthat

I I I t" N I T

2E°,+Z:52 ,;+Z: +Z::E+,,=
i_l (-_1 j_--I _=1 t*=l ¢---1 t_--I

Io-g Diffcrcntiabilityof s functionat a pointbTiplicscontimlityofthe functionat the point.The trans-function,being a second-orderexpansion,istwJcodiffcrcntiablein the neighborhoodof thc pointof

approximationand therefore_oatihuousat thatpoint,'sothatYoung'sTheorem holdslocally.
** When rnultipMindicesoffixc_lfactorsarc usedand thcsearcassumcd tobc continuousinthc ncigh-

borhood oftho pointofcxpansior_ofthe translogfunction,symmetry may be imposed oh the coc[[icicnts

of theirinteractionsaswcll.Then',07IncV'/(OInk_OInk:)-_.02]nc_"/(OInk',OInk_)and Vc_= %+ forall
t+and s. Care shouldbc cxcrciscdon thisissue,however,bccauscfixedfactorsare n_umcd tobc discrctc
variables•inthevariablecosthmctionand,thcorctically,adiffcrcnt.variablcco*tfunctionobtainsasamomtts
offlxcdfactorsareincrcmcntcd.
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But. the custom has been to hnpo:_e the following restrictions:

al = l_
i--1

!

E ", _0=0 "' fori=l,2 .... ,I,

J=_ (12)
I

m., = 0 for n = 1,2..... N, and
t----I

I

_6.=0 for t = 1,2,...,T.
i=l

Parenthetically, note that if tile coefficients_of the interaction terms, aij, fl,,,,,, 7c., p.,,

6.; 0._, are all equal to zero, the translog variable cost function Lakes on a Col)b-Douglas

form. Thus,' whether or not the Cobb-Douglas variable cost function is consistent wil.h a

given data sct on costs, input prices, and fixed factors can be subjected to statistical testing
i

procedures:

A variable cost function that, is monotonically n0ndccrcasing in mc_.or prices has _ac

property that

_'(w, y, k) >__c"(w', y, k) for all w __.w'.

Assuming the variable cost function to be continuous, this condition is equivalent to

• 0c'(w'Y' k)-_>0 for i= 1,2,. .., I.Owl

Since, b}, Sllephard's lemma, oc"/ow_ = xdw, y,k), monotonieity also imp!ies that the value

of conditional factor demand functions are non-ncgative: z_ > 0 for i= 112,...,I. Hence, for

the translog variable cost function, mon0tonicity implies that

Ocv c_ 0 Inc_
Ow_ w_0 Inw_

12tt
=_ . > 0 for i ---1,2, I

wi

where s_ is the share of the ith input in total variable costs.

For c_ > 0 and w_ > 0; a necessary and sufficient condition for the translog variable cost

function to be monotonically nondecreasing in factor prices is thcrcforc that si >_0, which

implies that for each i i

! - N T
O In c"" ,

o1,,,_-----7,=" :--_'+E _'jt'''°;+E p'°l"'_''+E 6,,i,,k:>o.
j_i n=l I=:l

t
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Recall;. however, the translog variable cost function is expanded at tile point InO_ _ ln9. =
t,

Ir/_7 = 0. Thus, if s_ is evaluated at the mean of tile sample, the condition for monotonicity

in priccs of thc translog cost function translatcs into

si ----_i > 0 for i = i, 2,...,]. (13)

Analogously, if the translog variable, cost function is to bc monotonically nondecreasing

in outputs, t,he, a necessary and sufficient condition, given Lhe point` of expansion of tile

function, is that
Olnc"
Olny,,, =fl:>_O for r_= i,2,...,N. (14)

, j

Concavity of tile variable cost function in factor prices rcquircs that the IIc_sian mat.ri×

of cross-price derivatives of the conditional demand functions be negative semidefinite. That

is,

._-_, i 0_,

iGw _- ' "0-_,. = ow, ow, < O.
i ' ! : -

o;_,_ Oxt_ 0

" _Ud!

For tile translog variable cos(, function, it, can be cs%ablished tha_, aC _he point, of ap-

proximation', the diagonal elements of the Hessian matrix can be expressed as
• . f

02Cv c'_*

= ,o--_(_,--a, + ,_,_) for i= 1,2,...,Z, (I,5)

and the off-diagonal elements can be given as

,02Cu cu*
--(,_,j+,_,c,j) for i#j. (I_)0w, =

If it, is supposed that c_ > 0 and w_> 0 for all L then the sign of cach clement in the Hessian

matrix tI,,,,.,,is 'detcrrrfined solely by the terms inside the parenthesis in equations (15) and

(16). Let

_,2+ _,_,2_ _2_- _2+ _._ '!
II_,. =

] ' i
|

[. _ii'+'_l_l _21+o_2o_ I ... ,. C¢iI--C_I...].._ .

Then the Hessian matrix H_, is negative scmidefinite if and only if H_., is negative Selpidef-

init,e..
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Finally, conditions for convexity ot the cost function in outputs are developed in a manncr

similar to that of concavity in factor prices. Convexity in outputs requires I_hat the IIcssian
8

matrix of second-order partial derivativds o1:the cost function with respect to outlmts be

positive scmidefinite. That is,

0_¢

' lluu = _ _ >_ O.
, .

t

At the point of approximation of the tran,log variable cost function, the diagonal ele-

ments of this IIessian matrix ltuu can be expressed as

O'ZcV cV*

= 7,?(_..-Or?, /_. + _;]) for n= 1,2,,.., N, (i7)

and t'he off-diagonal elements can be given as

02Cu Cv_

or.or.-----7-.v;.v----_=(p"'"+/_"_'") for ,, # ,,,. (ts).

.If c" > 0 and v. > 0 for all n, the sign of each element in the IIessian matrix l/'_uis determined

solely by tlm terms inside the parenthesis in equations (17) and (18). Le_

fl*a+ fll_a flea-/_ +/3._II*yy = _ 5"

Then the Hessian matrix IIuu is positive semidefinite if and only if lt_v is positive semidefinite.

Estimation

Tlm translog Variable cost function (9) is converted into a regression equatlon by'append-

ing to it an additive stochastic disturbance term e. The sequence o'f random variables {et},

= 1.... , L (where 5 _tan_s f_r the sizeof the regression sample), is usually assumed to be

(ideni, lcally) normally and independently distributed (NID) with mean zero and variance ,r,._

Ordinary least squares (OLS) can be appli[d on this regression equation to estimate the

parameters of the translog variable cost function. As mentioned in Section A (on duality

and Slmplmrd's lemIna), how,;ver, additional information may be obtained from tim I,ranslog
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•variable cost, function, which can rcsult in e_cicncy gains in estimation: This takes tim form

of the share equations of the inputs , which is derived using Shephard's lemma: _

, 0 In c u" I N 7"

fori-$----1 n:l l_-I ' •

where +, = w_.zUc"" is the share of tile ith input in tQtal:variabte costs. Adding to each
J

share cqtmtion s_ a disturbance term vu for i = i, 2,..., _ anil t = 1,2,..., L :with the following

distributional _sumptions

VIE

! ,-:, NID(O, ;B)

I,.vl, J

where

results in a modelwlth a seemingly unrelated regression (surt) structure.

With the cquality restrictions (equation (11)) imposed on its paranmtcrs, Llie t:rauslog

variable cost function and any set of I - 1 share equations may be estimated as a system of

equations using full-information maximum likelihood."

Inl'erenccs on the Strtlcturc of_.Co_I.sand Prpduction

Several aspccts of hospital costs and production arc usually investigated using thc esti-

mated translog cost function. These inc!ude economies (or diseconomies) of scale and scope,

the substitutability between inputs, and whether or not fixed inputs are employed accord-•

ing to their long-run cost-minimizing levels. How these issues are measured and studied is

discussed below.

Economies Of scaleare the cost function analog of the elasticity of scale. They are meant

to answer the question, would unit costs increase, decrcase, or stay constant as hospital op-

erations expand?'" For m.ultiplc output firms, the most commonly usc.d conccpt of economies

* One share equation has t'o be;thrown away to avoid singnflarity in the error terms since tile intercept of
the share equations sum to unity. Because of the invariance property of full-information maximum likelihood,
it does not matter which share equation is dcletcd.

*" Given t,his intent, Wagstaff and Barnum (1992) argue that scale economics arc properly analyzed only
from a long-run perspective wherh all inputs are allowed to adjust, to unit increases in output levels. This
contention is made in reaction to Gowing at_d l loltmann (1983) who examincd what they called thc'sJmrt.-rutt
cconomias of scale.
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of scale is tile ray or overall economies of scale, which measure the relative increase in total

costs of increasing all outputs of the firm by the same proportion." Whcn tile evaluatioa is

done on the variable cost function, the indc,x of ray' scale economies may be givcn as

, - yff,_,ow,_°1oI,,k_
6= . N , i

Where k_ is the long-run optimal level of the tth fixe(_ input.

In tile translog variable cost function, this translates to

_= 1-[_'r='(V'+'y''lnk_'+_[='6'Llnw_+_"_'O"_lny':)+_-'_:t_T'+'V'"lnk;'] (20)

"( )Z:.=_ P.+P..In_+_=,e,.In'_,+_L,o.,l"k;+½ '_-'_'• :_.=, _:,,,=.+,p,,,. in,c:.

where k_' and k" are the mean-scared long-run optimal levels of the sth a_d _t,h fixed inputs.

Since lnw_' = lny_, = ink_ -- 0 for all i, n,.and t. at the point of approximation, howevcr, thc

index of ray scale economies at that point reduces to

1 (21-, _,+Zi, _,,lnk_'+ __,_:,' r ,"_" _,=,+l7e ]ak:')
= N (21)

Using the ray scaleindex,economicsofscale(ordeclinesinlong-rununitcostswith the

_xpansionofhospitaloperations)aresaidtoexistife> I;diseconomiesofstile(orincreases

n long-runaverage costsassociatedwith the expansionof hospitaloperations)are said Lo

._xistwhen e < I. Hence, based on consideraLionsabout economic efficiencyalone,a policy

replication that may be drawn from m.easurcs of economics of scale is that each hospital

_hou]d expand (contract) operations, when Scale economics (diseconomies) exist.
i

A coucept specific to multiple product firms, economies (diseco,_omics) of scope arc said

.o exist if the costs of jointly producing differcnt outputs are ]css (grcatcr) than if out])uts

_re produced' separately. Formally, scope economics cxist if '

c(,j,,_J2....,uJv)> c(u,,o....,o)+ _(o,u;,...,oi+--.+ c(o,o,..:,u,v),

md diseconomies of Scope are said to exmt when the direction of inequality goes the other

ray.
. L

" Cowing, HolLmann, and Powers (1083) note, however, that a problem with this concept is that when
he firm'-qscale of operations expand, outputs along the same ray may no longer bc in the firm's lc,_t co_t.
,ath.
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• In the ease of the translog variable cost, function, however,: it, is not appropriate to

_ evaluate costs where some•outputs are set, at zero, since the estimated variable cost function

only has local properties (Vita, 1990). Consequently, the issue is judged using an indicaLivc

measure: Scope economies are inferred to exist if

02c"

Oy,,Oy,,,< 0 for n # m,

i.e., if the marginal cost of producing v, declincs as anothcr output v,, ix producedin grcatcr

quantities.. On the othcr hand, scope disec0nomics arc infcrrcd to exist if thc direction of

the.inequality gocs the other wa):

In the case of the translog variable cost functiou, the nccessary and equivalent, conditio)i

For scope economics may be written ms

02Inc'" 0 Inc'* 0 Inc('"
+ I__ <0 for n#m,

Olny_,.Olny_, Oln y, Olny,,,

or, in terms of its paramctcrs,

( I , )tint),+ fl,, +.finn Ill y)*, +fl,,m ]))Ym + _Pl. Inte_ +

_=, e=t (22)

( ,.,. T )_.,+_,,,,.lnv_+p..,Inv.+_],p..ln,.;.+_!__O.,,l,lk; <0 for ,_# m..

,Bvaluatcd at'tAm point of approximation of the trans]og variablc cost function; the condi(,iou

for scope economies simplifies to

p,,,. + p._., < o for ,_4 ,.. (23)

The policy implicaiion of scope economies is straigh(,forward. I]o._pi_al depart)nellt,s

(c.q., obstetrics and pediatrics or surgery, and cmcrgcncy care) or output catcgorics that, arc

cheaper to produce jointly should be available in one hospital. Hospital depart, ments that

are more expensive to maintain jointly should be offered in different specialized ]iospitals.

The extcnt ofsubstitutability or complemcntarity in production between pairs of variable

inputs may be s_udied usiilg the Allen elasticity of substitution (AES), which can be c0mpu(.cd

from the variable cost fulmtion according to the following formula:

c"a_c"/(Ow_Ot°J) for i = 1,2,..., I and j = 1,2 .... I.
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In a translog variable cost function, the AES indices evaluated at the point of expansion

are given by

--_:: for i --j (2,1)
• . o_j= _,j+,,',,,, for i # j.

ai_$

When 0o > 0 (0_j <0), inputs i and d are said to be/dlcri substitutes (complements).

The policy relevance of A._ indices is that they allow decision makers to anticipate

possible changes in the mix of inputs used by hospitals as a rcsult of changes in factor price

ratios: When inputs i and j arc Allen substitutes (i.e., o,j > 0), an increase in thc price of

input i causes hospitals to decrease thcir employment of input i and hire more of input j.

Wlmn h pair of inputs are Allcn complcments.(i.e., e_j < 0), an incrcase in the price of either

input resull, s in a decre_e in e/nployme)lt of both factors•

Given tlm widespread concern on the escalation of medical care costs, one other issue

that has becn investigated using hospital cost functions is wlmthcr hospitals cmpI0y, fixed
., , ..

inputs according to their long-run cost-minimizing levels. Specifically, this line of inquiry
,q

has been direct,ed at whet,her or not hospitals have too much capital equipment or too many

doctors on their mcdical staffs_not surj_risingly, the two factors which are often blamed for

the increasing costs of hospital care.

Wagstaff and Barnum (i992) note a fine point on this issue: The problem is not whether

outputs should be expanded to fully utilize the fixed inputs, which is a question of economies

of scale, but Whettier optimal amounts of the fixcd inputs are employed given the output levels

of hospitals. In other words, the question is whether hospitals are allocatively efficient, in

their use of the fixed factors.

To examine this point, Cowing and Holtmann (1983) propose checking' wh6ther Oc_/Ol_

is not statistically different from -wk." If -oct/ok < _,k (-oc"]Ok > va_), i.e.,'the savings in

variable costs on the margin due to the employment of an additional unit of capital are less

than (greater than) the marginal cost of capital, then fixed input k is said to be overemployed

(underemployed).

If hospitals are found to overemploy (.underutilize) fixed factors, the policy implication is

obviously to nudgc them I;oat']just their employment, of t,hcse factors accordi_lg to allocatively

efficient levels.

* The objection of Wagstalr and Barnum (1992) and bur comment on their suggcstion were discussed
earlier on p. ll.
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This completes tlle exposition of the theoretical and empirical considerations in cco_lo-

m{,rically estimating a variablc cost function for a system of hospitals. In the next chapter,

m data set and variable.s uscd are described briefly:. 'Tile regression results arc'then pre-

:nted and interpreted in chapter five.



IV

Data Set and Variables

Michael M. Alba and M_ria Theresa, A. Bugayong

Our data set comes from .the Hospital Administrators Survey of the Baseline Studies for

tIealth Care Finanancing Reform Project, a research initiative consisting of about 26 studies

whose primary aim is to formulate a consistent set of policies intclided to reform the country's

health care financing system. The project is being undertaken jointly by the Dcpartment

of Health (DOll) and the Philippine Institute for Development Studies (PIDS) under a gran_

from the World Bank."

. . '"Five surveys were Commissioned by the Bascline Studies project to gather information on

Various aspects of the Philippinc health sector.. These included a survey of (a) households, of

" '(b) patients and (e) medical practitioners in free-standing and hospital-based clinics, and of

hospitai .(d) patients and (e) administrators. Conducted between 1991 and 1992, the surveys

covered four regions of the country: Region II was selected to represent a low-income area,

Region VII to represent a high-incomc area, Region X to represent a middle-income area,

. .and the National Capital Region (NClt) to represent a highly urbanized area. In each of the

regions with tile exception of Nag, ong high- and one low-income province were selccted.

Cagayan and Quirino were picked as the high)and low-incomes provincesin Region II. Cebu

as a high-income province and Bohol as.a low-income province were chosen for Region VII.

AndMisafllis Oriental (high-income) and Surigao dcl Norte (low-income) were the provinces

selected for Region X.'"

The Survey of hospital administrators was based on stratilied random sampling reel,hods

with l_ospital ownership (i,e., whether tlie hospital was a private or public institution ) as the

stratifying variable, some 188 hospitals from various provinces of the country were requested

to participate in the survey. Of these, 159 hospital adnfinist.rators or their representatives

allowed tl{emselvcs to be interviewed. Unfortunately, duc to gaps in information provided
I I

by these respondents, only 65 met the data requirements of our study., These 65 hospitals

constitute our regression sample. ..

* Orville Solon serves as director of the Bascl.ine Studies project.
"* ["or more detailed information on these surveys, ai_e Mendoza (1992) and TRENDS (1993).

25
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The variables in our data set and their descriptivc statistics for tile sampm as a whole

and for various catcgories of hospitals are prcscnted in Tables 1 and 2a to 21n. /_S showlI

in those tables', •about a third of the hospitals in our sample are located in Metro Manila,

whereas Cebu and Bohol hospitals eacli;comprise about _. fifth of the samplc, wi01 the rest

located in Cagayan, Misamis Oriental, Quirino, and Surigao del Norte. Close to one half of
l

the liospitals in _,hesample aresecondars, hospitals; a quarter are primary hospitals; and 30%

are tertiary (non-teaching or teaching) hospitals. Privately-owned hospitals comprise about

,I6% of tile Sample.

In this study, variable costs are defined as the sum of a hospital's expe!lditures on labor

services as well as on drugs and medical st_pplies. Other expenses, including those for

dcprcciation, intcrcst, renf;s_ water and clcetricity, transportation and eoinmuni'catio_l, alld

repairs and maintenance---most of which went unrcported--arc ,assumed to lie (quasi-)fixe d

costs. Annual wages are calculated for four categorics of labor inputs--medical residents,

nurses, other medical personncl, and non-medical per_s0nnel- _as tile' tot'al annual gross
. . . ..... ,, .. . .

compensation of the staff divided by the numbcr of fifil-timc personnel in that labor category.

Information nccessary to construct a qt/2.ntity-weighted price index of drugs and mcdica}

supplies dispensed was unavailable. In its stead we used the value of drugs and inedieal

supplies per paticnt,which is defined as annual expenditures on drugs and medical supplies

divided by the total number of patients Served.

Our rneasurcs of hospital OUtl)uts are thc number of in-patient discharges and tile mmfi)er

of out-patient consultations. Although finer distinctions in in-patient services .would lmve

been desirable (to cxplore scope economies more satisfactorily, for example), our data were

riddled by missing observations whcn in-patidi_t discharges wcre disaggregated by hospital

department or when the number of in-patien.t days was used as tlie measure of in-patient

output. .,

' Tim number of hospital beds is our proxy indicator for fixed inputs. Given the hetero-

geneity of fixed factors, this variable is likely to be measured with crror. Unfortunately,

there is no othcr mcasure that would give us as large a sample as bed capacity.*"

" Wages are used as a generic term for compensation. In the case oi" medical residents, stipend is the
more legally correct term.

"" In the regression runs, when the number of medical specialists wan spcelfied as a second rneasnt'e of
fixed inputs, serious eollinear!ty p!'oblems were encountered, resulting in the failure of maximum likelihood
algorithrrm to converge.
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Descriptive Statistics of Variables for All Hospitals " "-'I
. . . = ..

:__ _- - ___ ........ : _ - .

L; " .De_'latlon

Total Cost Total Costof Operations(inThousandPesos) 19,284.90 41,668.30 311.33 249,421.00
VariableCost TotalCostlessFixedCost(inThousandPesos) • 9,973.25 20,451.00 241.33 131,608.00

Wage of MedicalResidents AverageAnnualStipendof Full:nine MedicalResidents 69,867.22 47,719.80 680.40 3!8,532.50
Wage of Nurses AverageAnnualWage of Full-'RmeNurses 39,273.73 t6,757.13 712.88 i39,495.78
Wage of OtherMed[_'[ Personnel AverageAnnualWageofFult-'l'imeOtherMedicalPersonnel 33,757.19 •16,786.86 10,233.'82 I45,446.66
Wage ofNort-MedicatPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-'13meNo'Medical Personnel 30,691.53 9,989.12 9,767.59 58,048.80
VaIueof Drugsand MedicalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedica!Supplies Pet Pat_eni 102.54 121.26 0.63 746.79

".';..

Total In-PatientDischarges Annua( Numberof In-PatientDischarges 3,976.57 4,955.00 276 24,608
Total Out-PatientVisits Annual Numberof Out- PatientConsultations 4I ,487.38 120,924.05 759 934,794 :

Numberof Beds Total Number ofHospitalBeds 87.20 149.04 8 ,. 1,044

Manila 1if locatedin Metro Manila,0 otherwise 0.3385 0.4769 0 1
Bohol 1 if Iocaled in 8ohot, 0 otherwise 0.1846 0.3910 0 1

Cagayan I if Iocated in Cagayan, 0 otherwise 0.1077 0.3124 0 1

Cebu 1 if located in Cebu, 0 otherwise . 0.2000 0.4031 0 1
MisamisOriental t iflocatedinMisamisOriental,0 otherwise 0.0462 0.2115 0 1
Quirino 1 iflocatedinQuirino,0otherwise' 0.0452 0.2115 0 1

Surigao det.Norte 1 if located in Surigao del None, 0 :°therwise 0.0769 0.2685 0 1
PrivatelyOwnedHospital 1ifa privately'ownedhospital, 0 ptherwise O.4615 0.5024 0 1i

Primary Hospital _ if aprimaryhospital,0 otherwise 0.2462 0.4341 0 1
SecondaryHospital 1ifa secondary hospital, 0 otherwise .0.4615 " 0.5024 0 1
Te_ary Non-Teaching Hospital 1 if a terEary non-teaching hospitall 0 otherwise 0.2000 0.4031 0 1

TertiaryTeachingHospital 1 iratertiary teachinghospital 0 otherwL;,e 0.0923 0.2917 0 11- I
.i

. Number of Observations = 65
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• Table 2a

• " " Descriptive Statistics of Variabtes for P.rimary,Hosp!tais

-." . . • . _ ..... . . . . • .... . . •....... . . .

Total Cost Total Cost of Operations(inThousand Pesos) 1,664.91 1,089.61 311.33 4,034.22
Vansb[e Cost . _ Total Cost less Fixed Cost (in Thousand Pesos) 1,037.97 481.44 241.33 2,089.60

Wage of Medica[Residents - AverageAnnualStipendofFuU-33meMedicalResidents 63,687.15 18,701.25 15,000.00 84,000.00
_WageofNurses ........ AverageAnnualWageofFu]kTu'neNurses .. 38,371.94 9,881.39 12,000.00 47,616.00
Wage ofOtherMedicalPersonnel Average Annual Wage of Ful!-TimeOtherMedicalPersonnel 32,587.78 7,226.i2 18,577.50 50,400.00
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFult-'13meNon-MedicalPersonnel " 29,411.78 10,366.04 10,079.76 43,815.43
Valueof DrugsandMedicalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedicalSupplies PerPatient 62.57 64.31 9.01 263.55

Total In-PatientDischarges AnnualNumberofIn-PatientDischarges- 1,026.19 491.20 276 - 2,095
TotalOut-Pa_JentVisits " Annual NumberofOut-PatientConsuttations 6,447.63 5,562.92 786 20,717

Number of Beds "TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 15.56 • 5.78,:- 8 27

Manila 1 if located in Met;'o Manila, 0 otherwise 0.1250 0.3416 0 1
Bohof 1 if located in Bohol, 0 otherwise 0.1875 0.4031 0 1

Cagayan. 1iflocatedinCagayan, 0 otherwise 0.1875 0.4031 0 1
Cebu 1if locatedinCebu,0 otherwise 0.1875 0.4031 " 0" 1
MisamisOriental I if located in Misamis Oriental, 0 otherwise 0.1250 0.3416 0 1

Quirino 1 if located in Quirino. 0 otherwise . 0.0625 0.2500 0 I

de[ Norte 1 if _ted in Sur_gao del Node, 0 otherwise 0.1250 0.3416 0 1 iISur_gao i

I.

PrivatelyOwnedHospital 1 if a privatelyownedhospital,0 othetv_ise 0.25 0.45 0 1 1

Number of Observations =•16



Table 2b

Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Secondary Hospitals -..

|[[_L._ .

Total Cost . - Total Cost of Operations(inTh0us_ndPesos) 4,628.37 3,504.80 603.10 15,941.70
VariableCost Total CostIessFixedCost (in ThousandPesos) 2,410.54 1,420.44 396.95 _ 6,239.52

Wageof MedicalResidents AverageAnnualStipendofFull-TimeMedical Residents 72,271.71 45,256.09 36,000.00 _280,088.00
Wageof Nurses. ....... AverageAnnualWage of FuII-TimeNurses 36,524.30 9,356.07 12,480_00 47,588.40•
Wage ofOtherMedicalPersonnel• AverageAnnualWageo'fFull-TimeOthel;Medic.a[Personnel 28,812.94 9,238.85 10,233.82 44,552.00
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWage ofFull-'13meNon-MedicalPersonnel 28,296.08 8,499.89 9,767.59 51,200.00
Valueof DrugsandMedicalSuppties AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedic.a[Supplies PerPatient 78.77 63.08 4.22 234.03

Total In-PatientDischarges- Annual Numbe,"ofIn-PatiehtDischarges " 2,708.43 3,404,99 421 16,768
Total Out-PatientVisits AnnualNumberofOut-PatientConsultations 11,349.40 7,173.81 759 35,040

Numberof Beds TotalNumberofHospitalBeds .... 37.03 17.68 10 75

Manila ! if locatedin Metro Manila,0 otherwise 0.2687 0.4498 0 1
Boho] 1 if located inBohol,0 otherwise.... 0.2000 .0.4068 0 1
Cagayan 1 if locatedinCagayan, 0 otherwise 0.1333 0.3458 0 1
Cebu I if locatedin Cebu,0 otherwise.: 0.2667 0.4498 0 - 1

Misamis Oriental 1 if locatedinMisamis Orientaf, 0 otherwise 0.0333 0.1826 0 i

Qu[nno 1 if locatedinQuirino,0 otherwise 0.0333 0.1826 0 1

Surigaodel Norte 1 iflocatedin Sudgaode_Notre.0 otherwise 0.0667 0.2537 0 1
. ..." ..

PrivatelyOwnedHospital '_ifa privatelyownedh_spital,0 otherwise 0.5333 0.5074 0 1

Numberof Obse_ations = 30



Table 2c

• DescriptiveStatisticsof Variables for Non-Teachir_gHospita|s ....

To_l Cost TotalCostof Operations'(inThoUsar_dPesos)• 59,288.80 71,612.50 688.01 249,421.00
VariableCost Total Cost less-FLxedCost(inThousandPesos) 29,301.10 35,672.20 1,045.44 131,608.00

Wageof MedicatResidents AverageAnnualStipend©fFull-'r'cneMedicalResidents" 83,434154 77,946.39 680.40 318,532.50
Wageof Nurses AverageAnnualWage of Fui[-TimeNurses 47,025.95 32,728.63 712-.•88 139,495.78
Wage ofOtherMedicalPers0nnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeOtherMedical Personnel 45,341.07 31,812.99 16,360.00. 145,446.66
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-_meNon-MedicalPersonnel 35,830.48 11,868.45 15,660.00 58,048.80
Valueof DrugsandMedica[SuppIies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedicalSupplies PerPatient I46.40 149.78 0.63 419.07

Total In-PatieniDischarges ,_nnua,t_umoeroz,n-_'auemu,=r_a,y== 8,865.38 6,69]:71 2,035 24,6(}8
TotalOut-PatientVisit.' AnnualNumberofOut-PatientConsu;tations 133,427.38 249,312.07 3,993 934,794

Numberof Beds -TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 235.54 267.27 50 1,044'

Manila I iflocatedin Metro Manila,-()ot;herwise 0.6154 0.5064 0 1
BohoI 1 if located in Bohol,0 otherwise; . 0.1539• 0.3755 0 1
Cagayan 1 if located in Cagayan,'Ootherwise 0,0000 0.0000 0 0
Cebu 1 it locatedinCebu,0 otherwise:= 0.0769 0.2774 0.... 1
Misamis Oriental t if locatedinMisamisOriental,0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Quirino 1 if locatedinOuifino,0 otherwise 0:0769 0.2774 0 .1
Surigao del Norte 1iflocatedit=SurigaodelNode,0 othetw!se :_0.0769 0.2774 0 1

PrivatelyOwnedHospita! I ifa privatelyownedhospital,0 otherwise .0.3846 0.5064 0 1
.

Numberof Observations= 13:





Table 2e

Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Private Hospitals
-, , ,

•

Total Cost , TotalCostofOpeiations(inThousandPesos) .16,890.40 32,327.8C 476.00 113,546.00
Variable Cost TotalCostlessFixedCost(inThousandPesos) 10,915.70 17,722.9C 396.95 58,008.60

Wage of Medical Residents AverageAnnualStipendofFult-'_meMedicalResidents 65,677.32 • 52,615.32 • 23,600.00 318,532.50
Wage of Nurses - AverageAnnualWageofFu][-'r'_neNurses 37,347.42 21,817.33 11,700.00 139,4.95.78
Wage of Other ..MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeOtherMedicalPersonnel 34,014.751 23,324.89 10,800.00 145,446.66
Wage of Non-Medical Personnel AverageAnnualWageofFuLl-"i3meNon-MedicalPersonnel 30,396.47 12,070.08 I2,654.55 58,048.80
Vafue of Drugs and Medical Supplies AnnualExpendituresonDrugsandMedicalSuppliesPerPatient I26.42 163.05 1.72 746.79

Total In-Patient Discharges AnnualNumberof In-PatientDischarges 4;272.83 4,417.44 276 16,768
Total Out-Patient Visits, AnnualNumberofOut-PatientC,onsultafion_" 27,333.80 41,737.23 .759 191,198

Number of Beds TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 74.20 80.76 8 329

Manila t if locatedinMeRoManila,0 otherwise 0.5667 0.5040 0 1
Bohol 1 iflocatedinBohol,0 otherwise 0.2000 0.4068 0 1

Cagayan 1 if locatedinCagayan,0 otherwise 0.0333 0.1826- 0 1
Cebu 1 iflocatedinCebu,0 otherwise 0.1667 - 0.3791 0 1
Misamis Oriental 1 if locatedinMisamisOden_l,0otherwisq 0.0333 0.1826 0 1
Qukino I if locatedinQuirin0,0otherwise . 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Surigao del Notre 1 iflocatedin SudgaoclefNotre,0otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Primary Hospital. t ifa primaryhospital,0 otherwise 0.1333 0.3458 0 1
Secondary Hospital I ifa secondaryhospital,0otherwise 0.5333 0.5074 0 1
Tertia ry Non-Teaching Hospital 1 ifa tertiarynon-teachinghospital,Oo'J-,erwise 0.1667 0.379i 0 .1
Tertiary Teaching Hospital 1 if atertiaryteachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.1667 0.3791 0 1

Number of Observations =30 "





Table 2g
Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Hospital._in Bohol

TotalCost _ Total Cost of Operations(inThousandPesos)_ 5,944.62 9,319.66 476.00 . 32,756.00
VariableCost Total Cost lessFixed Cost(inThousandPesos) 2,976.50 5,080.90 396_95 18,733.30

Wage ofMedicaFResidents Average AnnualStipend of Full-_meMedicalResidents 70,397.00 25,971.05 38,000.00 143,928.00
Wage ofNurses AverageAnnua_WageofFull-TimeNurses 31,934.12, 12,361.66 11,700.00 47,328.00
Wage ofOther MedicalPersonnel Average Annual Wage ofFulI-'13meOtherMedicalPersonnel 29,129.80 12,199.61 10,800.00 50,400.00
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonneI AverageAnnualWageofFuil-'13meNon.MedicalPersonnel 24,620.22 8,234.10 12,654.55 41,096.00
Value of Drugsand MedicalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedic.atSuppIiesPerPatient 87.54 76.41 1.72 263.55

Total In-PatientDis_;harges Annual Numberof In-PatientDischarges : 1,961.17 978.82 908. 4,313
Total Out-PatientVisits Annual NumberofOut-PatientConsultations I0,081.33 14,168.25 759 51,162Numberof Beds TotalNumberof HospitalBeds 51.42 48.90 19 200

PrivatelyOwned Hospitaf 1 if a privatelyownedhospital,0 otherwise 0.5000 0.5222 0- 1

PrimaryHospital 1 if a primaqthospital,0 otherwise 0.2500 0.4523 0 1

SecondaryHospital 1if a secondaryhospital,0 otherwise 0.5000 0.5222 0 1
Tertiary Non-TeachingHospital 1 ifatertiarynon-teachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.1667 0.3893 0 1
TertiaryTeachingHospital_ t if atertiaryteachinghospital,0 otherwise b.0833 0.2887 0

Numberof ObservaEons= 12



Table 2h

Descriptive Statisticsof Variables for Hospitals in Cagayan

• _Mean , ,* _andar Minim

'_-_ " " • : _ " - . : "Deviation "_ _i' _=_ " _£ _ _ _._

TotalCost Total Costof Operations(inThousandPesos) 2,894.11 2,393.99 i,086.21 7,202.46
VariableCost Totat Cost lessFixedCost (inThousandPesos) 1,923.44 1,489.53 679.27 4,272.02

Wageof MedicalResidents •AverageAnnualStipendor Furl-'13meMedicarResidents 67,126.63 5,569.08 60,000.00 77,064.00
Wageof Nurses AverageAnnual WageOfFull-TimeNurses 40,736.05 6,131.73 30,000.00 47,588.40
Wageof Other MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWage ofFull-TimeOtherMedicalPersonnel 32,945.16 5,124.82 26,997.00 42,169.85
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-T_meNon-MedicalPersonnel °28,781.19 6,155.78 19,066.67 35,640.00
Value of Drugsand MedicalSupplies AnnualExpend;,tureson DrugsandMedica.I SuppliesPerPatient 38.98 37.98 • 4.22 93.80

_.- ..

Total In-PaSentDischarges AnnualNumbe[ofIn-PatientDischarges 1,475.43 562.87 925 2,660
TotalOut-PaSentVisits AnnualNumberofOut-PatientConsultations 11,933.29 4,983.67 6,724 18,974

Numberof Beds TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 24.57 12.61 1Q 50

PrivatelyOwned Hospital t if a privatelyownedhospitzl,0 otherwise 0.1429 0.3780 0 1

Primary Hospital 1 if aprimsryhospital,0 otherwise 0.4286 0.5345 0 1
SecondaryHospital 1if asecondaryhospital,0 otherwise 0.5714 0.5345 0 1
Tertiary Non-TeachingHospEtaf 1 if a tertiary non-teachinghosp;'tal,0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 " 0 0

TertiaryTeachingHospital 1 if a tertiary teachinghospital.0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Number of Observations= 7





Table 2j
Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Hospitals in MisarnisOriental

. _ . . -

Total Cost Total Cost of Operations(in ThousandPesos)" 3,046.94 2,902.02 311.33 6,090.76
VariableCost TotalCostlessFixedCost(in ThousandPesos) 1,773.97 1,401.73 241.33 2,990.98

Wage of Medicat.Res_lents AverageAnnualStipend of Full-'13meMedicalResidents 36,388.80 19,977.71 15,000.00 54,586.40
Wage of Nurses AverageAnnualWageofFull-'l_meNurses " 32,200.00 7,358.25 23,874.00 37,830.00
Wage of OtherMedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeOtherMedicalPersonnel 30,900.09 10,713.93 18,577.50 38,012.00
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-'13meNon-MedicalPersonnel 27,084.59 14,731.85 10,079.76 35,980.00

' Vatue of Drugsand MedicalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedicalSuppSesPerPatient 57.49 69.32 .11.43 137.22
.P

Total in-PatientDischarges Annual Numberof in-Patient Discharges 1,370.33 837.12 454 =" 2,095
TotalOut-PatientVisits AnnualNumberofOut-PatientConsultations 11,109.67 9,291.51 2,170 20,717

Humberof Beds TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 29.33 15. i_ _ 48

PrivatelyOwnedHospital 1 if a privatelyownedhospital.0 otherwise 0.3333 0.57 0 1

Primary Hospital 1 if a primaryhospital.0 Otherwise 0.6667 0.5774 0 1
SecondaryHospital 1 if asecondaryhospital.0 otherwise 0.3333 0.5774 0 1
Te_anj Non-TeachingHospital I if a tertiarynon-teachinghospital.0 Otherwise 0.0000 - 0.0000 0 C

Tertiary Teaching Hospital 1 if a tertiaryteachinghosp;tat,0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 C

Numberof observations= 3



Table 2k
- Descriptive Statistics of Variables for Hospitals in Metro Manila

TotalCost Totat CostofOperati0ns(inThousand Pesos) 44,583.30 64,511.90 "663146 249,421.00
Variable•Cost Total Cost lessFixedCost{inThousandPesos) 21,750.70 3I ,010.30 572.62 131,608.00

Wageof MedicalResidents AverageAnnualStipend"ofFull-'13meMedicalResidents 68,587.35 63,I39.73 680.40 318,532.50
Wage of Nurses AverageAnnualWageofFull-_meNurses 41,455.30 . 25,743.94 712.88 139,495.78
Wage of OtherMedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageof Full-'l'imeOtherMedicalPersonnel 38,584.12 25,930.18 18,933.33 145,446.66

Wage of Non-MedicatPersonnel AverageAnnual.Wageo.fFull-'NmeNon-MedicalPersonnel 32,870.24 11,861.21 14,200.00 58,048.80f

Valueof Drugsand MedrcalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedicalSuppliesPer'Patient 137,58 175.93 0.63 , 746.79

Total In-PatientDischarges AnnualNumberofIn-PatientDischarges 7, I68.64 6,640.24 276 24,608
Total Out-PatientVisits Annua_Number of Out- PatientConsultations 92,701.14 198,759.64 1,480 934,794

Numberof Beds TotalNumberofHospitatBeds 165.14 230.82 8 1,044

PrivatelyOwnedHospita[ 1 if aprivatelyownedhospital,0 otherwise 0.7727 0.4289 0 1

PrimaryHospital I if apdmaryhospital 0 otherwise 0.0909 0.2942 0 1
SecondaryHospital 1 if a secondae/hospital,0 otherwise 0.3636 0.4924 0 1
Tertiary Non-TeachingHospital 1 ifa te_ary non-teachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.3536 0.4924 0 1
TertiaryTeaching Hospital __fa tertiary teachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.1818 0.3948 0 1

Number of Observatibns = 22



TabEe21 -

Descriptive Statisticsof Variables for Hospitals in Quir[no

• " " " a" . _ " "

Total Cost Total Cost of Operations(inThousand Pesos) 6,715.15 7,319.03 1,272.23 15,035.70
VadableCost Total Cost JessFixed Cost (in Thousand Pesos) 3,964.97 4,372.36 844.86 8,962.50

•Wage of'MedicaTR_le nts AverageAnnual Stipendof Ful[-'[3meMedicat Residents 86,227.27 22,351.70 71,892.00 111,98132
Wage of Nurses AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeNurses 43,015.10 1,671.64 41,085.00 44,000.31
Wage ofOther Medical Personnel AverageAnnualWage ofFul_-33meOtherMedicalPersonnel 34,541.89 3,315.21 31,858.67 38,248.00
Wage of Non-MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageo.fFull-'rimeNon-MedicalPersonnel 36,304.I2 6,967.25 29,070,67 42,970.50
Valueof Drugs andMedicalSu.pp[iesAnnualExpendi!ureson Drug_,and MedicalSuppliesPer Patient - 80.63 61.6I 36.91 151.09

Total In-PatientDischarges AnnualNumberofin-PatientDischarges 2,556.33 2,083.17 922 4,902
Total Out-Patient Visits AnnualNumberof Out- PatientConsultations 17,165.33 11,453.43 5,234 28,072

Number of Beds TotalNumberofHospital Beds 46.00 47.15 13 100

PrivatelyOwned Hospital 1 if a pcivately owned hospital, 0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

PrimaryHospital 1 ifa pnmaryhospital,0otherwise 0.3333 0.5774 0 1
SecondaryHospital 1 ifa secondaryhospital, 0 otherwise 0.3333 0.5774 0 1
Tertiary Non-TeachingHospita! 1 if a tertiary non-teaching hospital, 0 otherwise 0.3333 0.5774 0 1
TertiaryTeachingHosp.ita] t if a tertiary teaching hospital, 0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Number of Observations= 3



" Table 2m

• Descriptive Statistics•of Variables for Hospitals in Surigao del Norte

Total Cost " Total Costof Operations(inThousandPesos) 9,212.81 i 1,294.10 1,583.69 28,838.00
Variable Cost - TotalCostlessFixedCost(in ThousandPesos) 4,284.50 5,805.08 861.47 14,459.50

Wage of Medicall_sidenls AverageAnnualStipendof Full-TimeMedicalResidents 69,860.00 19,080.75 37,404.00 82,120.00
Wage of Nurses AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeNurses 37,745.96 13,974.72 13,200.00 47,616.00
Wage of OtherMedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-TimeOtherMedicalPersonnel 28,299.58 10,316.54 10,233.82 35,824.98
Wage of Non MedicalPersonnel AverageAnnualWageofFull-'l'imeNon-MedicalPersonnel 31,554.08 " 13,454.85 9,767.59 43,815.43

.,Value of Drugsand MedicalSupplies AnnualExpenditureson DrugsandMedicalSuppliesPetPatieni 77.97 25.83 46.47 .109.49

Total In-PatientDischarges. Annual NumberofIn-PatientDischarges 3,085.80 3,389.08 649 8,912
Total Out-PatientVisits Annual NumberofOut-PatientConsultations 18,241.60 25,635.86 2,784 63,605.

Number of Beds TotalNumberofHospitalBeds 65.20 62.78. 10_ 163

PrivatelyOwned Hospital 1 if a pdvatetyownedhospital,0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

Primary Hospital 1 iraprimaryhospital,0otherwise 0.4000 0.5477 0 1
• SecondaryHospital I ifa seconda_'hospital,0 otherwise 0.4000 0.5477 0 1
Tertiary Non-TeachingHospital 1 if a te:'Jarynon-teachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.2000 0.4472 0 1
Tertiary TeachingHospital I if a tertiaryteachinghospital,0 otherwise 0.0000 0.0000 0 0

: Number0t'Observations= 5
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Regression Results

The regression re.suits of the translog variable Cost fun.ction l:or the hospitals in the

sample are presented in Table 3.* Except for dummy yari_:_blesintended to capture intercept

changes duc to hospital type, hospital ownership, ancl the location of hospitals, the form of

the variable cost function whose parameter.estimates arc reported in Table 3 is idcntical to

equation (9) of chapter three," with I = s; N = 2, T = 1, and r,= 65.

To improve the precisi9n of the estir_ates (as well as to increase the degrecs of frecdom),

the translog variable cost function itself and four of the five share equatiolls were spccificd as a

system of equat, ions and full-information maximum likelihood (FIML) procedures (in TS['386)

were used in the estimation. One share equation had to be omitted from the equation sytcm

to avoid singularity in the error terms; this was the cost sharc of drugs and medical supplics. ':

Tim equality conditions for continuity in both outputs and input prices (equation (11)) as i

well as linear homogeneity in input prices (cquati0n (12)) were imposcd as prior rcstrictions,

following standard practice in translog cost function estimations.

Inequality 13cstrJCtiorLs .

'in gcncral, the regression rcsults seem sound. They meet the inequality conditions for

the' translog variable cost function specified in chaptcr three: The coefficients of .thenatural

logarithm .o[' input prices (_ for i = 1,._...,5) are all estimated to be positive and'highly.

significant,and the coefficients of tiie natural logarithm of the outputs (/3, for r, = 1,2) are

at le_t non-ncgativc, in effcct fulfilling the conditions for monotonicity in factor priccs and

outputs as stipulated ii_ equations (13) an_ (14). Concavity in input priccs and convcxity in
• l . . ,i

outputs arc also satisficd. The Hcssian matrix II,,,,,, is (-weakly) negative semidefinitewith
. J .

• Attempts at estimating other specifications were unsuccessful. These'include (a) stochastic frontier
cost functions and (b) an un0ptlmized cost equation in which, following the suggestion of Wagstaff and
Barnum (1992), the fixed factor enters twiceias a parameter of the optimized variable Cost function as
well as of tim lixcd cost equation. In the stochastic fronticr specification, tim rcsidiml variance of tim cost
functloli could not be decomposed into that of the onc-._ided disturbance term (which is Intended to measure
the magnitude of technical and allocative inefficiency)and of the two-sided error tcrm (which is meant, to
account for the effects on cos_ of'truly random factors)ia result that is consistent with the Monte Carlo
studies of Aigncr; Lovcll, and: Sclimidt (1977) for sample sizes smaller than 100 observations. In the cost
equat!on specification, including !.he fixed factor twice in the set of regressors led to serious coltincarity
problems. ' "

"" All equations referred to are _hose of chapter three.
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•Table 3

Translog Hospital Variable Cost Function

ff_nt ff'o -0.19235 -2.202

:_/ -0.16877 -2.148

r_ya, -0.03963 -0.454

-0.10205 -_.566

,,,ii._O,'ie,I/,ff '-0.13197 -_.203

"i,o -0.11892 -1.116

._'aode/No,'te -0.14123 -1.550

,m_,No._pital 0.01659 0.224

:myNott-7"enchin,_,Ilo.v_i/nl 0.08951 t.os9

¢tO:Tec_chi_<L.I I_lfilol 0.12960 1.197

tte/Io3plhal 0 .I06174 _.t46

at_eofAle,/ica/Re.,iden/.t) 0[" I -0ll 3072 13,506

ageof Nu_._e._) (z" l 0.14494 18,492

(ll"_'g¢of Other A/edicol/'¢_:t,_mn¢"/) o[_ O.11032 13.797

(ligniteofNo,.34e,lic,zl l'er, o,,,wl) c_._ 0.13585 14.775

(Priceof Dnt.Cs) a _ 0.47817 35.945
i

(TO/a/]n-Pt_tiettl OilvCh_r_e.¢) ' _t 0.05554 1,3o7

I(Tota! Out-Pntient |'_._i/._) _: 0.$4369 6,386

(l#u,u/_¢roflt¢_t_) y_ 0.41926" 5295
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Total ln-Pati¢ot Di._clm_es) x in(IVage oj'Ho,-Me<fical Pe_:_mmel) p_, -0.01389 -_.289

Total I,-Patient Di._charges) x in(Price of Drugs) p_ 0.018 37 0.967

Total Out-Patient l 7siis) x In(ll'age ,_M,,,lical Resident.t) p :_ -0.00847 .0.977

Total Out-Patient I"isil.Q x In(ll'oge of A'urses) p _._, -0.01412 -1.999 '

l'otal Out-Patie,t I_i._its)x In(Wage of Other Medical Persomtel) p :_ -0.02811 .4.on5 **

Total Out-Patient I/i._its) x In(|l"_ge of No,-_h'dical I'c,,:_mmel) p :., -0.03960 -4.762 ""

Total Otlt-Patie,t Visits) x In(l'rice_of D,',t,k.'._) . P r5 019902g 6.730 "'

Wage af_.ledi6al Reside,t._) x IntNm, l,er of lh.tls) _ _ 0.04773 3.g_ ""

ll"aga of Nurses) x In(N, ml, e_"ofile,Is) 5 _: 0.02748 2.72_ ""

If'age ofOther,_ letlic, I I'er.tmmef) _ hK,V,ml, er oflh'dO 6 _._ 0.00574 O.S_3

If'age of No,-Medical l'et:to:mel) x In(Nm, be_' of lh'd._) 6 i._ 0.04073 3.,171""

Price ofD_gs) x I,_(NmJd,e,"ofBedO . 6 _._' -0112169 . .6.324 "*;

Total h_-l_alie,t Dischm'_e _) x In(Amnb_ _"of lh _d_) O_t -0.05391 -i .057

Total O,t-Patie,rl '/s/Is) x In(Nm, her o]'lh'ds) 01: *0.13884 -2.183"

0.9,_5

_g-likelihood Function 451.5(,I

tmber of Obsen'ations 65

slgnificafit at 950A,Ct_lll_tlellCe inlervnl.
•significnnl _ll99% Ct,lllld,211¢einlcrv:d.
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principal minors: by' = -0.2051 and h_' =... = h_'= 0, while the Hessian matrix tlvv is (weakly)

positive semidefinite with principal minors: h_ -- 0.1521 and hg = 0.°

Cost Shares, Cost Ela_ticities of Outputs, and Consistency with the Col?b-Douglms Form...... , _ . ¢ .... ,
2

Turning to the interpretation of the-individual pa_'am_ters, recall that the input price

coefficients a,s arc the intercepts of the cost share equations (equation (19)).. since the

variables in the translog variable cost function are mean-scaled, however, when the share

equations are evaluated at the sample means of the regressors, the co'efficient estimates also

represcnt thc cost: shares of the various input categorics. As such, the _s ought.to take

on estimated valucs that lie in the unit interval--which thcy do in the rcsults. Among tl_c

variable inputs, drugs and medical suPplics have the highest estimated cost share (,17.8%),

although labor serviccs as a Whole account.for about 52.2% of variable .costs. Surprisingly,

the cost shares of the various personnel categories are re!ativcly even, on average `accounting

for it to 15 perccnt of variable costs: .. " -
r

In the case of the output coefficicnts,/_t and #_, thcir cstjmatcs can bc intcrprctcd as

the out:put clasticities of variable costs (which are monotonic transforms Of marginal costs)

when the evaluation is performcd at the sample, means of the variables.. In this light, the

lack of statistical s!gnificance of _t and the significant but small magnitud e of _(2can be

taken to metia that variable costs are relat)vely u_responsive to sinall increases in outputs'.
- _.

What _2 = 0._4 implies, for instance, is that if the number of out-pa.tient visits to:hospitals

doubles, variable costs, on average, would increase only by about s4%. In terms of the more
P

customary cost curves, this result suggests that on average the liospitals in tlm Sample are

operating at the dccreasing portion of their average variable cost curves."

° W,ald tests conducted for each principal minor indicate that only h_' and h_ are different from zero at
10%'level of significance,

** This intcrpret, ation follows from the well-known result that

'Oy > _'j as cV/y is at its mi,,imum level, or" incre_ing.

Multiplying through by y/e t' gives the result in terms of the output el_ticity of wLriable cost:
[ ' !

, 1 as e_'/y is at its mininmm level, or
_i In y' > ;. increasing.
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Does the estimated cost function havc a Cobb-Douglas form? Recall from chapter three

that the translog variable cost function Lakeson the form of a Cobb-Douglas function when

the coefficients of the interaction terms,• a_#, #,,,., _t,, .p_,, 6,, and 0.,( (for i,_" = 1,_..,5;

n,,n_ 1,2; ,and ¢-- 1), are f'ound to be jointly not siilnifiicantly different.l'romlzero. Using
i

the Wald test to test tills composite hypothesis yields a test statistic of x_D=-420.45, Hence,

tbe hypothesis that the estimated cost fu_mtion is no different from a'Cobb-Douglas cost

function is to be rejected for any given significance level.

Does HfiSpital •TYpe, Ownership, or-.L.oc_tion Matter?

Ten dummy variables were included as regressors of the variable cost function to cap(.um

intercept shifts in variable cost arising frowndifferences in hospital type, hospital ownership,

and provincial locaiion.* But of th_se dummy variables, only a lmspital's being located in'

B'ohol turned out to be S!gnifiCantly different from zero: This implies that on average there
0

arc no significant differences in the intorcepLs of the variable cost fflnctions ofsccondary
J

hospit'als and of other types of hospitals, of govcrnment-o<vned and of private hospitals, and

of imspitals located in Manila and of those located in other provinces with the exception of

Bohpl. in the case of Bohol hospitals, the intercept of their variable cost functi'ons turns OUt

to be lower than'that of Manila hospitals. "

Are there..Eco.n.omies (Diseconomies) of Scale?

Would avcrage •variable costs declineiincrease, or keep pace with outputs if imspitals

were to expand the scale of their opcra.tions (while maintaining the relative proportions of

their outputs)? As discussed in chapter three, this question is answered using the index of

ray scale econom.ies e at the long-run optimal level of the fixed input: For T = 1 and N = 2,

hmidcntally, note too that

• = 0 as marginal cost is " at its minimumlevel,or
> increasing. "

* Secondary hospitals, pub!ie hospitals, and hospitals located in Metro NIanilawereselected as the left-out
cat'egories.,
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tile ray scale index may be expresscd as: -

1 - (51+5,1 Ink_')
E_ '2 •

or m terms ot the esuma_ed parameters
1 - (0.41926+ 0.24806Ink")

0.05554 --I-"0.5,'1369

Thus, tile value of _ depends oil the value of k", the mcan-scaled long-run optimal number

of:hospital beds, which unfortunately is,no t known. Since k" is the only variable with an

unknbwn value on the right hand side of e, l)owever, the value of k" can be solved for e--- 1

to derive relative ranges of economies or diseconomics of scale. Using the sample mcan of

hospital beds (87.2), it can be calculatcd that

e = 1 when k' = so.9.
< >

In other words, if the long-run optimal size of hospitals in the rcgression sample is about

so beds; then doubling the scale of hosl)ital opcrations would Corrcspondingly double their

unit variable costs. If the long-run optimal number of bcds turns out to be much less than

s0, then doubling outputs would incrcase variable COSTS,but by less than the increase in

0utputs. Finally, if k' >> 80, average variable costs of hospitals in the sample would more

titan double if demand for their services doubled.

Are_there_Economies (Di_econon_es) of Scope?

ShoUld hospitals offer both in-patient and •out-patient care? The index of Scope economics

given in equation (23) iS calculated to be -0.0oo7, but by the Wald tes_ is foundto be

insignificantlydifferent from zero (x_ = 0.0003). Thus, it is apparcntiy not cheaper and

aeither is it more expensive for hospitals to offer both in-patient and out-patient services

iointty.

Which Pairs of Inputs are.,,qubstitutes(Complerncn, t,s)?

Table _1presents the matrix of Allen elasticities of substitution (h .Es)for the five .variable

input categories considered ip the cost function estimation." Of the statistically significant

" These Allen elasticities ale calculated at the pOiBt,O1"approximationof the translog variablecost funetioh
Jsingequation (24).



Table 4 ' "

Allen EIasticities - -

.

-1.2003

3.364'

-1.0635 -1.5379

3.027* 4.71 I**

0.0892 1.525"i -3.5145
t

0.019 5.319"* 8.898***

0.2333 0.2467 0.6"413 -1.9450

0.I94 - 0.245 0.697 6.956***

0.5636 0.3349 0.1420 0.2660 -0.3697

304.294*** "86.732*** 5.216"* 28.684*'**

The numbersbelow the AllertelasticitieS;areWald test statistics for X2t

,_significant at 10%level.
• **insignificant at 5%level.
***insignificant at 1%level.
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AF_,Sindices, tile category, drugs and medical supplies, turns out to lie an Allen isubstitute of

all four categories of labor. Medical residents and nurscs turn out to be Allen complements,

While nurses are Allen substitutes of other medical personnel. That drugs and medical sup-

plies are Allen substitutes of labor services iri hospitals and that nurses are Allen substitutes

of other medical person,m[ perhaps suggest that treatment' p_'otocols become more capital in-

tensi;ze as wage rates of hospital personnel rise. For instance", for a given admission, bed rcsL

and being under observation .which require intensive nursing services may be discouraged in

favor of more diagnostic tests, which require more drugs and medical supplies, when nurses'

time becomes more expensive. Wily medical residents and nurses are Allen complements is

perhaps because they tend to work in teams. When treatmeat protocols move awhy from

nursing services, dcmand for the scrvices of medical rcsidcnts also decline.

Do Hosr)itals have Too Much Bed Caoacity? ,

'As discussed in chapter three, the'issue of whether there is too much capital stock ill thc

hospital system given the levels of outputs of hospitals is usually investigated by comparing

the value of-0c_/ok With the optimal return on investment in the fixed factor. The hypothcsis

on this issue is that Oct/Ok < 0 (or, equiyalently , OlncV'/OInk = _, < 0), since along the same

isoquant (i.e., holding outputs fixed), the utilization of variable inputs musl_ decrcase as

amounts of the fixed factor arc incremented,

Table 3 rcports a statistically significanl_ ,_= 0.,119..Cowing and Holtmann ii983), who
i i •

got a similar'result, interpret this to mean thathospitals arc overcapitalized. But Wagstaff

'and Barnum '(1992) disagree. Noting that it is Oc/Ok> 0 (the partial derivative of total costs

with respect to capital stock) that indicatcs overcapitalization, thcy argue that Oc_/Ok> 0 is

instead evidcnce that variable costs have not been totally rid of fixcd costs.

I-iere, Still another inl_erpretation is suggeste_l. Note that the Output measures used in

the regression do not control for treatment procedures. As new'capital equipment becomes

available in hospitals, .however, it, may. well-be that doctors change the procedures tl_cy

prescribe'in favor of using the new machines. If so,. even variable costs would be. positively

affected by increasing the hospitals' stock of capital." Iia other words, it is possible that
: !

when a hospita! purchas.es new cquipmcnt, it does not only incrcasc the hospitJal's capital

" Formally, let q be some index 'of quality (e.g., diagnostic accuracy} which has a positive influence 6n the
employment of variable inputs z,_ (e.g., the services of medical technologists) and is itself increasing in lixcd
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stock but also changes tile hospital's technology. As a result, ncw isoquants prevail I and to

produce the same output levels, even variable costs increase.

This completes the presentation and interpretatiori of !he regression results. In the next

• see!ion, the results of some simulation exei-cises (whiCh w_re undcrtaken to investigatethe
l

structure of costs and production of different eat_egorids of' hospitals) are presented."

factors k (e.g., more expensive machines). Then,

0c_

• Oxv Oq)0_" = w_ \ Ok + aq

wlmre OxJDk is tile direct effect of k on tile employment of variable inputs and (ax_/Oq)(Oq/Ok) is the
effect through quality. It is theref¢,r¢ possible for fix¢_lfactors to have a net positive effect on variable costs:
their impac t on variablo c_st_ through quality just has to bo stronger than their direct effect.
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Counterfactual Simulations

In chapter five, the regression resultsYeportcd in Tabie 3 were interpreted and statistical
. : _

inferefices were made at the point of approximation ::of the translog variable cost function:

:In those tasks, the effort was grcatly simplified by the fact that the translog variable cost

functiou is a Taylor series expansion at vector point 0 of natural logarithms of mean-scaled

variables. For at the sainple means, the natural logarithms of these va.riables arc zero and

drop out of the formulas and indices used to investigate various aspects of hospital cosL and

production. This simplification came at the cost, however. Away from lhc Sample mcaus_

where specific catcgorics of hospitals that, madc up the regression sample.arc observed to be"

--it is not clear what the picture of costs_and production that cmcrgcs from the regression

looks like.

To (partly) redress this shortcoming, this chapter rcports and interprcts the results of six

simulation excrciscs which were pcrfornmd (using tim csLimated parameters of the trauslog

variable cost function reported in Table 3) in order to analyze and compare certain aspects

of costs and production of different categories of hospitals.'* The results of these exercises

are presented in Table 5.

Output Elasticities of Variable Cost

How would hospit, al "(variable) costs beimve when demand for a category of output ser-

vices 'doubles, holding the levels of other services constant? This question may be answered

by calculating the output elasticity of variable cost, which may be roughly d'cfincd as inca-

suring the percent change in variable cost resulting from a one percent change in an output
I

Category I holding all other variables fixed. In terms of the more customary cost curves, it can

be easily shown that the output elasticity of variable cost is less than, equal to, or; greater

* lh_d there been sumeiently many hospitals, in each category of interest (tcneg by type and ownership),
separate regression runs could have been performc_l and comparisons (across hospital type and ownership)
of the structure of hospital costs and production'would then have bccn possible from the separate runs.

"* The reader is cautioned that :thc_e result, are to be taken as being suggestive of rather than the last
Word on the true cost and p_oduetion structure of hospitals. Because the rcgr_sion was performed on a
pooled sample of hospitals of. different types and ownership (due to the small mHnbcr of observatious), a
not-too-rcalistic assumption underlying the estimated cost h,nction is that hospitals in tim sample _whethcr
public or private, whetlmr primary, sccondary_ or tertiary) all have the same structure of cost and production
beyond diffcrc,mes in intercept terms (most of which did not turn ot, t to be statistically significant anyway).

i
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Table 5
Resultsof Simulation Exercises

• _ • - ._ j_=. _ * i_,_ . . _ ..... . • _ - . . _,_ . - ._:_. , :=_,_.._ _*

Hospital Type
Primary Hospitals 16 -0.0876 0.4115 6.29 -0.0699 0.4575 0.4375
SecondaryHospitals 30 -0.0090 0.4100 20.95 -0.0375 0.5005 0.5000

• ' Tertiary Non:TeachingHospitals 13 0.'ti96'" 0:4348 280.91 0.0182 , 0.5510 0.4600
Tertiary Teach(ngHospitals 6 0,0848 0.5459 340.05 0.0125 0.4518" 0.5000

Hospital Ownership
Private Hospitals 30 0.0374 ,0.4044 47.84 -0.0187 0.5066 0.5000
PublicHospitals- 35 -0.0209 0.4480 67.51 -0.0432 0.4861 - 0.457.!_
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than zero when tile marginal cost of producing thc output is decreasing, at its minimum level,

or increasing. Moreover, it call just as easily be shown that tile output elasticity of variablc

•cost is less than, equal to_ or greater than •unity whcn marginal cost is below, intersects, or

is above the average variable cost of producing the ou{;put.

'In the second and third columns of Table 5, the output _lasticities of in-patient dfscharges

and out-patient visits are reported for the four hospital typcs as Wellas for private and public
b a

hospitals (at the sub-sample means of the hospital categories). The Computed clasticitics arc

all below unity, indicating that the system of hospitals comprising the regression sample has

cost structures that are not very responsive to increases in service delivery. Apparently, the

hospit, als arc0perating at output levels whcre averagc variable costs arc declining. IVIoreovcr,

thc in-paticnL cost clasticitics of primary, sccondary, and public hospitals arc shown to bc

negative, suggesting that hospitals in these catcgories may be operating at the declining

portions of their marginal cost curves." •

•A possible explanation for the /'esults on in-paticnt' elasticities is that' the number of
• i

in-patient disc]mrgcs may be a poor measure of hospital in-patient scrviccs. It does not

account for both tim patients' length of stay and thc hospital department to which they

were admitted. These errors-in-variable are known to bias coefficient cstimates toward zcro,

whi'cli may ]rove driven the simulation results.

Economies (Diseconomies} of Scal.e.

How would hospital costs behave when the scale of hospital operat.ions expand 01olding
the. services offered in the same proportmns)? As mentioned in chal_ter three, this ques-

tion is answered by;the index of ray scale economies or diseeonomies e, where economics
• !

(diseconomies) of scale are said to exist > 1 < 0.

A problem in calculating the value, of e, however, is that, as shown in cquations (20}

and (20, i't requires the value 0f the long-run optima! level of the fixed input/_;, Which is

generally not known. To surmount this difficulty, the strategy adopted in the simulations

i_ to solve for the value of k_ for _ = 1, given the sub-samplc means of bed capacity of tl_c
• J

different'hospitalcategories. The numbers, provided in the fourLh column o{"Table 5 thusi
|

" This rest,It is inconsisteI_twith a fundamental prediction oFthe mieroeconomictheory ol"costs, which
states that firms (operatcd by rationale managers) will not be observedoperating at the downwar_l.sloping
portion of their marginal costs bcga_,sc,at th_o output levels, the incremental contribution of additional
outputs to rove,rueswouldb_ greater than their incremental contribution to costs.
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indicate tile long-run optimal number of beds in each hospital category if'there arc unit

elasticities of scale (iic.) there are neither economies or diseconomies of •scale). If tile long-
i

run optimal bed capac!ties are thought to be lower (higher) than the. numbers reported,

economies (diseconomies) of scale are indicated.

The iong-run optimal number of beds implied ljy unit elasticities of scale for primary
_' ,. ,,,

and secov_dary as well as private and government hospitals (of Table 5) turns out to bc lower

than their, (sub-)sample means for bed capacity (see "Fables 2a and 2b aud 2e and 2f). This

suggests that if the scale of operations is expanded in t!mse hospital categories, long-run unit

costs are. likely to increase. On the other hand, the (sub-)sample means for bed Capacity of

tertiary hospitals (see Tables 2c and 2d) are lower than their long-run optimal bed Capacities

at unit clm_!,icii.yof scale. This indicates that cconolnics of scale may bc realized if hoslfil.ai •

operations of tertiary' hosl)itals are__expanded.

Economics Of Scor)e

On thcbasis of their cost structure) should hospitals offer both in-paticzlt and out.-l_aticnt

services, or is it cheaper for hospitals to specialize in one type of service delivery? Thc indiccs '

of scope economies shown in the fifth column of Table 5 indicate that scope economies may

exis_ for primary and secondary hospitals as well as for public and private hospitals, but
• , • , '.,) , ..

not for, the tertiary hospitals.. The magnitudesof the indices are quite small, l_owever, and

may not be significantly different from zero. Hence, there may be neither economies nor

_liseconomies in the liospitals' offering in,patient and out-patient services jointly,

Car)ital Elasticity.o.f Variable Cost

The issue being investigated by the capital elasticity of variable cost is whether hospi-

tals have too much capital equipment or.bed capacity relative to their output levels. The

expectation here is that the elasticities would be negative since variable costs And the use_.

Of.variable inputs are predicted to decrease as hospitals employ more of the fixed ,factors.

Just as in the regression results, however) the me_ured impact of increasing bed ,caI)acity'
, .

on variable costs is Positive _cross all categories of hospitals. Because case mix and treat:

ment protocols have not ibee_a adequat.01y controlled for in the rcgression and because the

regression sample consists of cross-sectmn data (so that the rates at which new tecllnology

is.being acquired by hospitals is unaccounted for), what this result means is difficult to say.
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That increasing capital equipment raises variable cost is not at issue.' What is is wl'mthcr
.' v

this incrcasc in variablc cost is actuallyduc to improvdlncnts in tcchnology (which rcsult

in hospitals having enhanced capability.to prevent more deaths.and trca_,.a wider nmge oF

ailments ) ratlier than to sheer overexpa_sion in the ihospitais' capitalstock. Unfortunately,

this is a decomposition that cannot be explored with cross-section data.
| ' I

TechnicalItmfficioncy

Technical inefficiency is customarily and more appropriately studied using stochastic
. i

frontier function estimates. Unfortunately, :with less than a hundred observations in the

sample, cfforts to estimate a stochastic frontier hospital cost function were unsucccsst'ul.

Consctjucntly, what was done instead was to compare a hospital'.s_ actual variable cost and the

value predictedby the translog variable cost function estimated. A hospiLal was deemed to be

technically efficient if its actual variable costs were lower than or equal to predicted variable

Cost,; it was considered to be technically inefficient if its actual variable costs were higher than

costs predicted by the estimated cost function. A shortcoming of this method, h.owevcr, is.

that since the error term of the cost functioi'_ is assumed to be identically and independently:.

distributed _ a nbrmal random variable with mean zero, the variable cost function estimated

is an average variable cost function witll, approximatcly half of the hospitals in the sample

having actual variable costs that are greater than values that would be predicted by tiie

estimated cost function'.
i

The numbers reported in the last column of Table 5; in. fact, show this to be the case:

50%of secondary, tertiary teaching, and private hospitals arc deemed to be technically ineffi:

cicnt. Primary, tcrLiary non-teaching, and public hospitals are reported to have only slightly

smaller percentages.
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Conclusion

This report presented and interpreted the regr¢i:ssi0n,results of a translog variable cost

function that was estimated using a cross'-section sainplc of 65 Philippine hospitals o'f Various

types, ownership, and provincial location. Statistical inferences and simulations which were

based on these regression •results were also provided to give some sense of the structure of

costs and production of hospitals in the.Philippines. What are we to make of its results?

Note from Table 1 that, relative to tlie estimation requirements, the size of the rcgrcssion

sample at (15observations is quite small. This imposes rathcr,scvcre constraints on tim

estimation exercise. Ideally, given that in an eco,,omctric cstimal, ioll of o, Cost futictio,I all

the firms that constitute the rcgrcssion sample arc assumed to have the same structure of

costs and production, regressions ought to be performcd on hospitals that are as much alike,

• as possible (c.9., in terms of size and ownership), so that the same case m_xes, teclmo]ogy,
• p

and behavioral modes would prevail in the sample. Performing regression funs on sul)saml)lcs

of hospitals in tim data set, however, would have cut deeply into the degrccs of freedom and

the precision of the parameter estimates.

In addition, it ought to be realized that, relative to their theoretical constructs, the

cost function{ variables in the data set ar_ measured with error. For instance; variable costs:;
Q • . .,

do not include outlays for quasi-fixed inputs such as utilities and for a miscellany of other

items. The annual wage.of a typical member of each labor category is derived as the wage

bill or" that category of labor divided by the number of full-time staff. The price of drugs

and medical supply is really the ratio of expenditures on. those items (including inyentories)

to the number of both in-paticnt discharges and out-patient visits. 'l'lm measures of outputs
i

themselves do not take account of illnessseverity, case mix, and aggregation (across hospital

departments) issues. And the number ofbeds is a poor proxy of I.he capital stock of hospitals _

(but oilc that maximized sample size). "

' Nonetheless, the regression results generally seem reasonable. The variable cost function

that w_ 'estimated conforms to the (uniInposcd) theoretical requirements of a cost function:

statistical tests reveal it; to ]be monot0nically nondccrehsing in i_q)ut prices and outputs,

concave in factor prices, and iconvcx in outputs. Key coefficient cstimatcs, such _'_s the cost

share of inputs &, and the ou!,put elasticity of variable costs _,,, have tim expected Signs with
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magnitudes that are within'the range required by theory. What tliis suggests is that theri

may be enough of a common cost structure shared by hospitals of different sizes, geographical

Iocation, and management stylesl so:that the estimatibn effort is not totally invalidated.

. Unexpected •results Can also be explained. For instance, why _, the coefficient estimate

of the natural logarithm of in-patient discharges, is 'not ! statistically significant an d why

'the output elasticities for in-patient services of primary, secondary, and 'pub'lic hospitals are

•negative in tile simulation results may be attributed to tlle poor measurement of.tim output

variable. Relative to its theoretical constr_uct (which is intended to measure in:patient service

delive1:y), the number of in-patient discharges assigns a uniform weight to patients even if
t

•tlmy are afflicted with different types as wcli as severity of illness and even though they may

bc using hospital rcsou_'ccs at different levels of intensity. With such errors-in-variable, it is

well-known that the coefficient estimate tends to be biased toward zero.

Why the estimate 0f-rl, the coefficient of the natural logarithm of the nu_pScr of beds,

i's i)0sitive and Significant has been previously explained as a probable consequence ot:.th¢

different rates at which hospitals are adopting new technology as they'cxpand operatio_ls.

Inother words, hospitalinvestmcnts may not be affecting the scale alone, such' as when

more machines are purchased or when more beds or rooms are provided, but may also l(ave

an.impact on tlle quality of capital equipment, such as when tim new machines allow more

accurate d!agnoscs or carller detection of illnesses. Sine c the d_e mix of hospitals (or tlle

range as well. as the seriousness of illnesses handled) and differences ill treatment protocols

of.hospitals were not adequately controlled for, it is liard to tell whether the escalation 0f

h ospi'tal variable costs arising from expansions of capital stock is due to overcapitalization

or to tecimological improvements.

What policy implications may bc drawn from the rcgrcssion results and the simulatioll

exercises? The most important•message is that policy makers and hospital administrators

need to rationalize the structure of hospital costs and operations. Hospital costs must be

reiated to performance. As it is, (the regression and simulation results show that) suppiy-

side factors, such as labor services and 'medical supplies, arc what drive hospital costs.

Services offered by hospitals apparently have little or no impact on costs. It may not cvcn be

cheaper to maintain out-patifnt and in-patient departments jointly in one hospitall As for
,

th.c production structure _)fhospitals, po!icy makers nccd to address whether it is re_onable

that (a) expenditures on drugs and medical supplies should take up about half of h:ospitJal
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variable costs and (b) primary and secondary hospitals are apparently operating at output

levels wilcre long-run uIlit costs are likely to rise if hospital opcra_,ions arc cxpandc d, while

tertiary hospitals may,be operating on the downward sloping 1)ortion of their long-run unit"

cost curves.

;Two initiatives make reforms in the structure o["hospital costs imperative.. Under the
! i

devolution of health' services delivery, public hospitals heed to I_rovc to local government

units their cco)mmic viability as well as responsiveness to the health needs of f,imir catchmcllt

are_. With national health insurance impending, an increasingly important concern for the

government is tliat hospital costs do not escalate unless there is at ]east a corresponding

increase in value for the services offered. Both initiatives nccd a detailed understandiug

of the na,turc of hospital costs and production, suc]l as those provided by struc(,ural cos_,

function estimates.
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